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ABSTRACT
Background: Rhizobium symbiosis has been studied in the legume model species within the last
two decades. However, these studies did not unravel the basal genetic changes underlying rhizobium
symbiosis. Because nodulation in legumes is so old, it has had a long time to co-evolve and increase
its complexity and diversity. Therefore, it would greatly profit to include a new model to unravel the
basal genetics of rhizobium symbiosis. The relatively distant non-legume genus Parasponia has
evolved independently the rhizobium symbiosis. In an evolutionary context, Parasponia is relatively
young and closely related to its non-symbiotic sister genus Trema. One of the effective ways to
explore the genetic modifications behind the evolution of rhizobium symbiosis is to perform forward
genetics on Parasponia and Trema. Interspecific crosses between a diploid Parasponia andersonii
and a tetraploid Trema tomentosa species resulted in a triploid hybrid plants. These hybrids provide a
unique entry to identify genetic changes that guided the evolution of rhizobium symbiosis.
Unfortunately, the triploid hybrids do not produce viable offspring; preventing any forward genetic
studies. Surprisingly, the hybrids are able to form non-functional nodules after inoculation with
rhizobia. Further analysis on the hybrid nodules showed that all rhizobia strains failed to form
intracellular infection threads and initiate the programmed cell death in the hybrid nodule cells. In
hybrid nodules, resistance (R) genes recognize injected rhizobial effectors. This leads to ETI and
hypersensitive response at the infected cells, preventing intracellular infection. Thus, the genomewide identification of resistance (R) genes is one of the most important reasons of understanding the
resistance in hybrid nodules against symbiotic rhizobia.
Results: Here I aimed to analyze the P. andersonii and T. orientalis genomes for identification and
characterization of R genes. Through the employment of two identification strategies (homologybased identification and motif-based identification) and manual re-annotation, I identified 547 and
583 candidate R genes in P. andersonii and T. orientalis genomes, respectively. Expression profiles
of identified R genes in P. andersonii and hybrid between nodules compared to roots revealed that
there are 16 R genes, which have low expression level in P. andersonii and high expression level in
hybrid (with a fold change ˃2 and adjusted P-value < 0.05). The most interesting ones are three
candidate R genes (one CNL and two RLKs types), which are significantly down-regulated in P.
andersonii nodules and significantly up-regulated in hybrid ones.
Conclusion: This study is first genome-wide identification of R genes in P. andersonii and T.
orientalis genomes. T. orientalis genome has more NBS-LRR genes than P. andersonii, mainly due
to their loss in P. andersonii. Dual identification strategies are required to identify all possible R
genes in both genomes. Additionally, one of the important steps in the identification process was the
manual re-annotation of mis-annotated R genes through the automatic annotation process. Many R
genes are differentially regulated in nodules compared to roots. Moreover, most P. andersonii R
genes are regulated similarly in P. andersonii and hybrid nodules. P. andersonii and T. tomentosa R
genes are regulated similarly in hybrid nodules, suggesting that they are trans-regulated in the hybrid.
Finally, these analyses revealed three candidate R genes are down-regulated in P. andersonii nodules
and consistently (i.e. PanH and TtoH orthologs) up-regulated in hybrid nodules. These results
provide one of the possible clues to the unraveling reason of blocking the intracellular infection
threads in hybrid nodules after inoculation with rhizobia.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Plants of the legume family can build their own nitrogen fertilizer by creating symbioses with a
diverse group of nitrogen-fixing soil bacteria called rhizobia. This collaboration of cross-kingdom is
characterized by the formation of a specialized plant organ in the root system called nodulation. Root
nodules provide an environment for the bacteria to facilitate the fixation of the atmospheric nitrogen
into ammonia (Yang et al., 2010). The specificity of symbiosis is determined by a well-tuned
molecular signals exchange between the bacteria and its host plant (Yang et al., 2010). All steps in
nodulation and fixation processes are regulated by complex biochemical signal communications
between two symbiotic partners. The bacterially derived signal are the Nodulation (Nod) factors, a
family of lipo-chitooligosaccharide (LCO) molecules (Yang et al., 2010). Some rhizobium species
produce a various mixture of Nod factors through specific modifications to the common LCO
backbone resulting in a broad range of host plants (Streng et al., 2011). Rhizobium species nodulates
not only hundreds of legume species but also the genus Parasponia, which is the only non-legume
capable of establishing a similar symbiosis with rhizobium (Streng et al., 2011).
The symbiotic associations emerged within the last 60 million years, including the beneficial
mutually relationship between a various nitrogen-fixing bacteria and its host plants leading to the
formation of nodules on the roots. These symbiosis relationships are found in a number of families,
which all exist within the nitrogen-fixing clade (Soltis et al., 1995). This clade includes the
nodulating plant species such as legumes (Fabaceae) and Parasponia (Cannabaceae), which are
capable of forming the rhizobial association (Granqvist et al., 2015). Rhizobium symbiosis has been
studied in the legume model species within the last two decades. These studies enhance our
understanding of the highly conserved Nod-factor signaling pathway that controls numerous
symbiotic interactions (Madsen et al., 2010). However, these studies did not unravel the basal genetic
changes underlying rhizobium symbiosis. Because nodulation in legumes is so old, it has had a long
time to co-evolve and increase its complexity and diversity. This makes it difficult to reconstruct the
initial stages of evolution of the symbiosis. Therefore, it would greatly profit to include a new model
to unravel the basal genetics of rhizobium symbiosis. The relatively distant non-legume genus
Parasponia has evolved independently the rhizobium symbiosis. Parasponia comprises five tropical
tree species in Cannabaceae family. Cannabaceae and Fabaceae families are remotely related, so it
is most likely that both lineages have obtained the symbiotic capacity independently. Therefore, the
comparison between Parasponia and legumes will provide insights in genetic constraints underlying
rhizobium symbiosis.
In an evolutionary context, Parasponia is relatively young and closely related to its non-symbiotic
sister genus Trema (Behm et al., 2014). This strongly suggests that Parasponia obtained the
rhizobium symbiosis more recently than legumes (Op den Camp et al., 2011). Recent molecular
phylogenetic studies on Cannabaceae family suggested that Parasponia species is nested within
Trema sp. (Yang et al., 2013). One of the effective ways to explore the genetic modifications behind
the evolution of rhizobium symbiosis is to perform forward genetics on Parasponia and Trema.
Interspecific crosses between Parasponia andersonii (2n=20) and Trema tomentosa (4n=40) species
result in hybrid plants (3n=30). These hybrids provide a unique entry to identify genetic changes that
guided the evolution of rhizobium symbiosis. Unfortunately, the triploid hybrids do not produce
viable offspring; preventing any forward genetic studies. Surprisingly, the hybrids are able to form
non-functional nodules after inoculation with rhizobia. This suggests that nodulation is a (semi-)
1

dominant trait. Also, an ongoing study on rhizobium endosymbiosis of Parasponia x Trema hybrids
showed that all rhizobia strains failed to form intracellular infection threads and initiate the
programmed cell death in the hybrid nodule cells. This suggests that intracellular infection of nodule
cells is a recessive trait and controlled by different genetic loci than the nodulation trait. I
hypothesize that the block of intracellular infection within hybrid nodules indicating plant defense
response might be induced as a result of recognizing the symbiotic rhizobia as pathogenic bacteria.
1. Molecular interaction between host plant and pathogen
Usually, the gene for gene hypothesis is used to explain the genetic interactions between pathogen
and host plant. This hypothesis proposes that for each resistance (R) gene in host plants there is a
particular gene corresponding to avirulence in pathogens (Dangl & Jones, 2001). Generally, the gene
for gene interaction indicates direct or indirect recognition of pathogen effectors by the protein
product encoded by the specific R gene. Often R genes encode intracellularly NBS-LRR (NucleotideBinding Site- Leucine Rich Repeat) proteins leading to a signaling cascade induction and subsequent
downstream defense responses (Bent, 1996).
According to ‘zigzag model’, Jones & Dangl proposed the interaction between pathogen and host
plant in four phases. The first phase, pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) are
recognized by host plant cell transmembrane pattern recognition receptors (PRRs), resulting in
PAMP-triggered immunity (PTI) that may restrict further colonization. In the second phase,
successful pathogens inject effectors through type III secretion systems (T3SSs) that conflict with
PTI, which results in effector-triggered susceptibility (ETS). Subsequently, in the third phase, one of
the host resistance (R) proteins recognize certain effectors either direct or indirect recognition that
lead to effector-triggered immunity (ETI). In this case, ETI will be more robust and faster-acting
than PTI version, resulting in hypersensitive response (HR) at the infected region to prevent the
pathogen from spreading further and systemic acquired resistance (SAM). At the final phase,
evolutionary modifications of recognized effectors or acquiring new ones through natural allow
pathogens to avoid ETI (Jones & Dangl, 2006).
So, host plants operate two levels of defense response against pathogens (Figure 1): PTI and ETI.
The first defense level (PTI) involves the recognition of PAMPs and trigger low levels of defense
response. In that case, the pathogens are able to suppress PTI by their injected effector proteins
delivered into the host plant cells. However, the PTI defense results in the initiation of the second
defense level (ETI). In principle, the ETI is a gene for gene interaction which is between host plant
resistance (R) proteins and pathogen effector proteins. This is largely mediated by NBS-LRR
proteins, The ETI triggers a robust resistance response and often causes HR and prevents further
infection (Collier & Moffett, 2009; Tsuda & Katagiri, 2010).
Therefore, the main difference between pathogenic bacteria and mutualistic rhizobia is that type III
secretion systems (T3SSs) of pathogens are required for causing disease in susceptible hosts and for
initiating the programmed cell death in resistant hosts (Yang et al., 2010). In the case of mutualistic
rhizobia, a recent study suggests that the rhizobia have to acquire the ability to suppress the plant
innate immunity in order to obtain an effective symbiotic development (Gourion et al., 2015). To
avoid the development of defense reactions, it seems that legumes and rhizobia co-evolved to make
some crucial modifications on molecular elicitors and their corresponding receptors (Gourion et al.,
2015).
2

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the activation mode of the plant immune responses by PTI (PAMP-Triggered
Immunity) and ETI (Effector-Triggered Immunity). (PRRs; Pattern Recognition Receptors, RLP; Receptor-Like Protein,
RLK; Receptor-Like Kinase, TM; Transmembrane, PAMPs; Pathogen-Associated Molecular Patterns, T3SS; Type III
Secretion System, CC; Coiled-Coil, NBS-LRR; Nucleotide-Binding Site- Leucine Rich Repeat, ET; Effector Target, IGE;
Immunity Gene Expression, HP; Hypersensitive Response).

2. Classification and function of R genes
R genes are classified based on the domain structure of their predicted proteins (Figure 2): the NBSLRR classes (CNL; CC-NBS-LRR, RNL; RPW8-NBS-LRR, and TNL; TIR-NBS-LRR) (Shao et al.,
2016), the pattern recognition receptors (RLK; receptor-like kinase and RLP: receptor-like protein)
(Kruijt et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2012), and the ‘Others’ class (ABC, SRK, and MLO). Firstly, NBSLRR (CNLs and TNLs) class, which are the most characterized class includes proteins with the
nucleotide-binding site (NBS) along with leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domains. NBS-LRR proteins can
be categorized into two distinct subclasses depending on the structural characteristics of the Nterminal domain. This domain could be Toll/Interleukin-1 receptor (TIR) motif, which classified into
TNL proteins while CNL group contain a coiled-coil (CC) motif. The majority of the previous
studies reveal that the NBS-LRR class is abundant in most of the plant species (Mun et al., 2009;
Lozano et al., 2015). Recent studies revealed that a small class of R genes possess RPW8 (resistance
to powdery mildew8) N-terminal domain, which represents a distinct class of NBS-LRR genes
(termed RNL; RPW8-NBS-LRR) (Xiao et al., 2001; Collier et al., 2011; Shao et al., 2014; Zhang et
al., 2016).
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Generally, TNL genes were observed only in dicots, whereas CNL and RNL genes (sometimes
called non-TNL) have been found in both dicot and monocot genomes (Meyers et al., 2003; Shao et
al., 2014). More than half of R genes identified in Arabidopsis thaliana code for TNL class (Meyers
et al., 2003), whereas the TIR domain of this class, appears to be absent in cereal species (Monosi et
al., 2004; Zhou et al., 2004). Because monocots have derived from dicots, the TIR-NBS-encoding
genes were lost in monocots but preserved by dicots since divergence ~200 million years ago (Porter
et al., 2009). Both domains of NBS-LRR proteins activate defense signal transduction after the
detection of pathogen effectors either directly or indirectly (Porter et al., 2009). Mostly, NBS motifs
have a role in hydrolysis and binding of GTP and ATP. In addition, the hypersensitive response (HR)
can be induced by over-expression of the TIR or CC domain of several NBS-LRR proteins (Song &
Nan, 2014).
Primarily, NBS-LRR proteins function in disease resistance, but recent studies show that they may
also be involved in other cellular processes such as tolerance to cold and drought as well as
photomorphogenic development (Michelmore et al., 2013). TIR and CC domains are included in
signaling regulation and downstream specificity (DeYoung & Innes, 2006). The LRRs are present in
common R proteins and represent the motifs having an important role for recognition specificity
(Gururani et al., 2012). Previous studies showed that the LRR domain has a role in mediating direct
or indirect interactions with effector molecules of the pathogen. Also, it appears to play as a negative
regulator to stop inappropriately activated-NBS (Song & Nan, 2014).
Secondly, the pattern recognition receptor classes of R genes are classified also based on domain
organization: i) the receptor-like protein (RLP) class contains an extracellular leucine-rich repeat and
a transmembrane domain (LRR-TM); and ii) the receptor-like kinase (RLK) proteins have a leucinerich repeat as an extracellular domain, transmembrane domain, and a C-terminal kinase domain
(LRR-TM-KIN).
Finally, many other additional R genes ‘Others’ class have been discovered, includes other domains
which have been mentioned as giving resistance throughout different molecular mechanisms, for
example, the MLO protein in Hordeum vulgare that confers resistance to the powdery mildew
disease caused by Blumeria graminis (Bouktila et al., 2014), the Lr34 protein in Triticum aestivum
that encodes an ATP-Binding Cassette (ABC) transporter-like protein and confers resistance against
three fungal pathogens (Krattinger et al., 2011), and the Pi-d2 protein in rice that encodes S-domain
receptor-like kinase (SRK) and confers resistance to the rice blast disease caused by Magnaporthe
grisea (Chen et al., 2006).
Previous studies have classified LRR-RLK genes into two categories. The first category, they have
an important role in plant development and growth including organogenesis, morphogenesis, and
hormone signaling. The second category, some of them respond to biotic and abiotic stress and
consequently could be defense-related. Many LRR-RLKs have been shown to have double functions
due to the detection of several ligands by one signal receptor or due to the cross-talk between
developmental pathways and defense (Zan et al., 2013).

4

Figure 2. Schematic representation of classification of the plant resistance (R) proteins based on the presence of
conserved domains. (a) NBS-LRR classes (TNL, CNL, and RNL) encode putative intracellular immune receptors, whereas
(b) pattern recognition receptor classes (RLP and RLK), encode putative extracellular immune receptors. (c) ‘Others’
class could be one of (ABC, SRK, and MLO) domains, but do not contain any conserved motifs that are known in R
proteins, (NBS: nucleotide-binding site; CC: coiled-coil; TIR: Toll-interleukin-1 receptor; RPW8: resistance to powdery
mildew8; LRR: leucine-rich repeat; RLP: receptor-like protein; RLK: receptor-like kinase; TM: transmembrane).

3. R genes and symbiosis
Recently, two soybean Rj2 and Rfg1 genes were identified by Yang et al. (2010). These genes
encode TIR-NBS-LRR, a member of (NBS-LRR) class of plant resistance genes, which confer
protection through ETI response against pathogens. The Rj2 gene limits host nodulation with certain
Bradyrhizobium japonicum strains, while Rfg1 prevents nodulation with specific fast-growing
Sinorhizobium fredii strains. This result revealed the mechanism of both pathogenic and symbiotic
host-bacteria interactions and proposed that establishment of a symbiosis requires the rhizobial
effectors to suppress the plant immune system (Yang et al., 2010). Another study focused on soybean
Rj4 gene, a member of pathogenesis-related protein 5 (PR5) family that encodes a thaumatin-like
protein (TLP). The Rj4 gene is involved in host resistance against pathogens and contributes in many
developmental processes. With specific rhizobial strains, they found that TLP participates in the host
restriction of nodulation (Hayashi et al., 2014).
4. Diversity of R genes in plant genomes
According to Plant Resistance Gene database (PRGdb), more than 100 R genes have been cloned and
functionally identified (www.prgdb.org). As a consequence, the R genes classification has been
revised continuously, according to the presence of the modular domains in R-proteins (Bouktila et
5

al., 2014). The identification of R genes through ongoing high-throughput genome sequencing
projects will contribute to understanding the mechanism behind the diversity of generated sequences
in these genes. Despite a huge information of structure and function of R genes that derived from
genome-wide analysis in both dicots and monocots (Table 1), including Arabidopsis thaliana
(Meyers et al., 2003a), Medicago truncatula (Ameline-Torregrosa et al., 2007), Lotus japonicus (Li
et al., 2010), only there has been much less information of R genes in woody species, e.g. Populus
trichocarpa (Kohler et al., 2008a). These studies showed that the identified genes of NBS-LRR class
are abundant and widely distributed throughout the genome.
Table 1. (NBS-LRR)-encoding genes and their classification identified in different plant genomes
Plant species

NBS-LRR number TNL type CNL type

Populus trichocarpa

402

123

279

Arabidopsis thaliana

207

145

62

Medicago truncatula

333

156

177

Lotus japonicus

158

66

92

5. Research aims and significance
In this study, I focused on identifying candidate genes responsible for the lack of intracellular
infection in the hybrids. So according to the plant immune system, I hypothesized that the
expression of resistance (R) genes related to plant defense system are upregulated at the stage
of infection threads in the hybrid nodule cells, recognizing injected effectors that lead to (ETI) and
resulting in hypersensitive response at the infected cells.
To test this hypothesis, I performed a genome-wide expression study on R genes in P. andersonii and
hybrid nodules compared to roots. More recently, both P. andersonii and T. orientalis genomes have
been sequenced and assembled, providing a unique framework to identify and analyze the entire R
gene family by incorporating gene organization, sequence phylogeny, and conserved motif.
This requires accurate gene annotations of all the R genes because the automated gene predictions
that are available for P. andersonii and T. orientalis are not expected to be accurate in the case
of R genes. Thus, I focused on genome-wide identification and correction of the auto-annotation of
the R genes in P. andersonii and T. orientalis genomes. The R genes are members of a large
multigene family (highly polymorphic) and have diverse recognition specificities (WanderleyNogueira et al., 2007). R genes are known to undergo constant selection pressure by pathogen
evolution that led to evolving dynamically; with high rates of (tandem) duplication and
pseudogenization. That is why the prediction of R genes based on their domain and sequence
similarity with a reference R genes is challenging (Marone et al., 2013). The study of the resistance
(R) gene family has been facilitated with a large number of sequenced and assembled plant genomes
while experimental screening and analyzing of R genes at large scale would be more difficult to
perform. Identification and exploration of R genes in the entire two species genomes could provide
significant links to understand the hybrid plant defense against rhizobia.

6

Additionally, through a functional genomics of Parasponia and hybrid, the study of transcriptional
profiles during nodulation development specifically intracellular infection and fixation stages are
important to gain insights into the evolution of R genes specifically involved in the blocking process.
RNA-seq is utilized to characterize gene expression profiles for the transcriptome of unique samples
from distinct tissues; roots and nodules throughout development. All the annotated R genes are
utilized to examine the changes in gene expression due to the nodulation developmental process
between the early stage of Parasponia and hybrid nodules. Particularly, I searched for R genes,
which have high expression in hybrid nodules compared to Parasponia ones. This study of plant R
genes family provides a definitive resource for further functional and evolutionary studies on nonlegume genus Parasponia and its non-symbiotic sister genus Trema.
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II.

MATERIALS & METHODS

1. P. andersonii, T. orientalis, and Hybrid genomes
The whole genomes assembly of the P. andersonii and T. orientalis comprising 2,732 (N50= 713kb)
and 2,756 (N50=528kb) scaffolds respectively. The P. andersonii genome consists of 37232 genes,
whereas T. orientalis genome has 35851 genes. The hybrid genome contains P. andersonii genome
and T. tomentosa (4n=40) genome . Furthermore, T. tomentosa itself is hybrid, which has two subgenomes (A and B). The assembeling process for T. tomentosa revealed some scaffolds that do not
relate to A and B sub-genomes. Therefore, these scaffolds were grouped as unclassified sub-genome
(U).
2. Reference Data Set
Previously fined-curated reference R genes (appendix I) were obtained from (PRGdb)
(http://www.prgdb.org, Sanseverino et al., 2010). Some reference resistance proteins for RNL, MLO,
ABC and SRK classes (appendix II) were downloaded from UniProtKB sequence database through
BLAST search (Altschul et al., 1990). They were obtained from other plant species (Table 3).
Table 3: Total number of reference R genes from other plant species
Donor Species
Arabidopsis thaliana
Oryza sativa
Hordeum vulgare
Hordeum chilense
Solanum lycopersicum
Solanum bulbocastanum
Solanum demissum
Solanum pimpinellifolium
Solanum tuberosum subsp. andigenum
Solanum habrochaites
Nicotiana tabacum
Nicotiana glutinosa
Nicotiana plumbaginifolia
Triticum aestivum
Zea mays
Capsicum chacoense
Cucumis melo
Helianthus annuus
Lactuca sativa
Glycine max
Linum usitatissimum
Total

CNL
7
11
5
1
2
2
1
1

TNL
7

RNL
7

Types
RLP RLK
1
4
2

# of reference R genes
ABC
9
3

SRK
5

MLO
2
2
2

5

3
1
2
2
1
1
1

3
1
1
2
1
1

39

2
3
14

7

11

6

16

5

6

37
23
7
1
7
2
1
4
1
2
2
1
1
4
1
1
2
1
1
2
3
104

3. Motif composition discriminates R gene classes
MEME version 4.11.2 (Multiple Expectation Maximization for Motif Elicitation) (Bailey & Elkan,
1994) and MAST version 4.11.2 (Motif Alignment & Search Tool) (Bailey & Gribskov, 1998) tools
were used in both identification strategies (see below). MEME analysis was done separately for each
class of reference data set of R protein (RNL, RLP, RLK, ABC, SRK, and MLO) classes for
annotating their structural motif diversity. For CNLs and TNLs, the 20 previously biologically well8

characterized MEME motifs (Jupe et al., 2012) were used. The criterion used for MEME analysis on
a reference data set of R proteins was (1) maximum number of identified motifs was designed to be
15; (2) minimum width was 6; (3) maximum width was 50; (4) ‘Any Number of Repetitions’ option
was selected for the distribution of motif sites; (5) other parameters were set by default. The aim of
using MEME analysis on the reference data set is to get an information about probable
discriminative motifs for each class. Then, using the 'meme.xml' file as an input in the MAST
analysis.
4. Identification and classification of R genes
For identifying R genes of P. andersonii and T. orientalis genomes, I have followed two strategies:
a) Reference-based identification strategy and b) Motif-based searching identification strategy. In the
first strategy, candidate R genes for each class were identified based on a BLASTP and TBLASTN
search of CNL, TNL, RNL, RLP, RLK, ABC, SRK, and MLO consensus sequences as a query at a
cut-off value of (E < 1e-10) to ensure that there were no other related R genes missing from the entire
predicted genes set of the P. andersonii and T. orientalis genomes.
In the second strategy, MEME was used to create a list of 15 sequence motifs from a reference data
set for each R gene class (RNL, RLP, RLK, ABC, SRK, and MLO) which were then used as queries
in a MAST search against the predicted genes of the P. andersonii and T. orientalis genomes.
Whereas CNL and TNL classes, the 20 previously well-characterized MEME motifs (Jupe et al.,
2012) were used. Subsequently, identified genes were considered to be a candidate in R gene classes
if they have their intact motifs based on the MEME models for each class.
A. Reference-based identification strategy: Similarity Searches for R gene classes
For each class of R genes, reference R protein data set were manually verified for their intact
domains using Geneious InterProScan tool version 1.1.0 (Quevillon et al., 2005) with all 15
integrated databases (ProDom, SMART, PrositePatterns, Panther, PRINTS, TIGRFAM,
SuperFamily, Gene3d, PIRSF, PrositeProfiles, SignalP, PfamA, HAMAP, TMHMM and Phobius).
A reference protein set for each class was aligned by Multiple Alignment using Fast Fourier
Transform (MAFFT) version 7.017 (Katoh et al., 2002) (integrated in the program Geneious) (with
default settings) and then I used a reiterative Hidden Markov Model (HMM) consensus sequences
separately for each class (appendix II) to search against the entire set of P. andersonii and T.
orientalis protein sequences with BLASTP (E < 1e-10) (Altschul et al., 1990) for species-specific R
genes.
BLASTP identified hits were used in next BLASTP search rounds as a query against the P.
andersonii and T. orientalis protein sequence databases to find the maximum number of homologous
proteins. These identified hit sequences were checked manually and the ones that found multiple
times were identified and discarded based on their IDs and sequence comparisons. All resulted
protein sequences were then analyzed with Geneious InterProScan to identify their domains.
Subsequently, each identified protein sequence was manually checked for their conserved domains
and then divided according to their conserved features, as explained below.
Firstly, NBS-LRR protein classes (CNL, TNL, and RNL) usually have an additional domain on the
N-terminus side such as CC, TIR, or RPW8 domains. All identified NBS-LRR genes (CNL, TNL,
and RNL) were examined to further determine their domain structure order using Geneious
9

InterProScan and Geneious coiled-coil tool (Lupas et al., 1991), which is designed to detect CC
domains. Accordingly, NBS-LRR genes with their identified domains were classified into
subfamilies. Then, all predicted proteins for these classes (CNL, TNL, and RNL) were aligned with a
reference data set. These aligned proteins were used for a phylogenetic analysis, following the
procedure described in the multiple alignments and phylogenetic analyses of R genes section. This
was useful to discriminate between these classes that have a difference at the N-terminus domain.
Secondly, pattern recognition receptors (RLPs; LRR-TM, and RLKs; LRR-TM-KIN) identified
proteins were examined for the transmembrane domains presence using Predict Transmembrane
regions Geneious tool (Krogh et al., 2001). After that, all identified proteins for these classes (RLPs
and RLKs) were aligned with a reference data set for performing a phylogenetic analysis. This was
also helpful to discriminate between RLPs and RLKs that have a C-terminal kinase domain.
Finally, ‘Others’ class (ABC, SRK, and MLO) was examined and classified based on their specific
domains using Geneious InterProScan.
In order to gain confidence in this strategy, the whole identified proteins from classes (RNL, RLP,
RLK, ABC, SRK, and MLO) were confirmed through MAST analysis separately for each class using
the MEME output for each class of reference data set. But for CNL and TNL classes, I used the 20
previously biologically well-characterized MEME motifs (Jupe et al., 2012). By using another
confirmation step, representative protein sequences were selected for each class to represent the
intact domain diversity. Then, TBLASTN analysis was performed separately for each class to search
the entire P. andersonii and T. orientalis genomic sequence for additional related genes that had not
been identified through the automated annotation.
B. Motif-based searching identification strategy
The aim of this strategy is to search for new R proteins that were missed in the first strategy. By
using the 'meme.xml' output file for each class (CNL, TNL, RNL, RLP, RLK, ABC, SRK, and
MLO) as an additional input file, MAST was conducted to search against the entire protein set of P.
andersonii and T. orientalis. The R genes identified from the MAST output were compared with the
identified ones from the first strategy to validate each class candidate genes. Then, the duplicated
sequences with identical names were identified and removed. Based on the MEME models for each
class, the other identified proteins that did not correlate between the two strategies were manually
selected and verified for their intact motifs.
5. Manual Reannotation
The annotation for all candidate R genes was manually checked using MAST results to obtain
information on complete structural motifs. For example, the identified genes for (CNL, TNL, and
RNL) classes were surveyed to further determine their domain structure and whether they contained
CC, RPW8, TIR, NBS, and/or LRR motifs. The structural information on protein domains through
Geneious InterProScan revealed some inaccuracies and there were some genes with predicted protein
sequence that was still not complete due to sequence errors leading to false start or stop codons or
insertion of false introns. Therefore, Geneious was used to analyze and manually re-annotate
individual R genes that had been partially mis-annotated during the automated annotation process
due to errors such as splicing errors, split genes or fused genes, missed or extra exons, incorrect start
codon predictions.
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6. Multiple alignments and phylogenetic analyses of R Genes
Alignment and phylogenetic analyses were performed separately for each class. All identified
proteins for each class were aligned using MAFFT version 7.017 with default options. The alignment
was carried out using the whole predicted protein sequences for each class. A phylogenetic tree was
constructed with Geneious Tree Builder, using the Jukes-Cantor genetic distance model, neighbourjoining method (Saitou & Nei, 1987), and bootstrap analysis with 100 replicates. Bootstrap values
were used as a tree reliability test in order to estimate the confidence for each branch point. These
functions were performed using Geneious software version 6.1.8 (http://www.geneious.com, Kearse
et al., 2012).
For convenience in tree figures, shorter and informative names are used for all identified R genes,
which includes all classes. The format for short names is illustrated by PanCNL20 and TorCNL20:
genus in the first character and species in the following two characters, followed by R gene class
(CNL for example), then gene number (20). Based on the phylogenetic tree, the same gene number
was applied for orthologues R gene.
7. RNA-seq data analysis of R genes
A. Experimental setup
Experiments of nodule samples preparation and RNA isolation from P. andersonii and hybrid plants
were done by Fengjiao Bu and Jan Verver. For better understanding what causes the block of
intracellular infection in hybrid nodules, RNA-seq analysis was conducted on P. andersonii and
hybrid nodules. In P. andersonii, nodule development was separated into three nodule stages (NS).
NSI, intercellular infection stage, rhizobium reaches primordium, and intend to enter the cells. Very
few cells contain newly formed intracellular infection thread. In this stage, the nodule seems
transparent morphologically. NSII, intracellular infection stage, rhizobium start to penetrate into the
cells through infection thread and multiply with nodule cells. Very few cells start to fix nitrogen.
NSIII, most nodule cells are full of fixation thread, nodules show pink color from outside. Within the
meristem of NSII and NSIII, still, contains the type of cells being infected by newly formed infection
threads. In a hybrid, since there is no intracellular infection, we collected only those early-stage
nodules were collected to avoid programed cell death. RNA was isolated from the three
developmental nodule stages of P. andersonii and early nodule stages of hybrid nodules. Those
nodules compared to root as a control with three replicates per experimental condition. P. andersonii
and hybrid were inoculated twice with M.plurifarium BOR2, the re-inoculation was done after two
weeks in pots. The nodules of P. andersonii and hybrid were collected 10 dpi (days post inoculation)
and 21 dpi, respectively after the second inoculation. The roots of P. andersonii and hybrid were
collected 24 days after planting in pots. Total RNA was isolated from nodule and root samples using
standard RNA isolation protocol. Then, all RNA samples treated with RNase-free DNase (Qiagen
RNeasy) to remove any contaminant genomic DNA. All samples were prepared for sequencing using
the Illumina platform.
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B. RNA-seq analysis workflow
A workflow of RNA-seq analysis is shown in (Figure 3). Briefly, HISAT2-build indexer
(Hierarchical Indexing for Spliced Alignment of Transcripts) (Kim et al., 2015) was used to index
the P. andersonii reference genome into a set of 8 files. P. andersonii and T. tomentosa were
concatenated together to use them as a hybrid reference genome, which indexed in the same way.
The output 8 files from either P. andersonii or hybrid are needed as a reference genome in step 2.
Then RNA-seq paired-end reads were aligned against the reference genome index using HISAT2
aligner. Followed by using Sambamba (Tarasov et al., 2015) to make these data (mapped reads in
BAM files) readily available with other downstream tools. Further, the gffread program included
with the Cufflinks package (Trapnell et al., 2010) was used to read the transcripts from genome
annotation GFF file using the genome fasta file and print these transcripts back into GTF format file.
In step 3, both BAM and GTF files were used as input files in featureCounts software (Liao et al.,
2014) in order to count mapped reads for each gene.
The DESeq package (Anders & Huber, 2010) in the R software suite accepts raw sequencing read
counts as input files. It performs normalization and differential expression analysis of the raw read
counts and it works best with experiments with replicates. DESeq2 R package (1.12.4) (Love et al.,
2014) was used to estimate sample quality using Principle Component Analysis (PCA), which used
to visualize if the experimental samples are clustered to the experimental design or there is a noise in
the data that hampers this clustering. Then, differential expression analysis of samples was
performed using DESeq2 R package (1.12.4). Heat maps were generated using R package pheatmap
function (https://CRAN.R-project.org/web/package/pheatmap/index.html) to illustrate the expression
patterns of several subgroups of differentially expressed R genes. In this study, extract those genes
with a cut-off value of log2 fold change >0 and adjusted p-value <0.05 were considered as
differentially expressed.

Figure 3: The workflow for RNA-seq data analysis using DESeq and TPM.
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C. Detection of DEGs in nodule versus root (DESeq)
The analysis of gene expression was based on raw count data generated by featureCounts mentioned
above. The count data were constructed into matrixes of all samples and normalized using DESeq
(Anders & Huber, 2010) algorithm. Gene expression results with a cut-off value of log2 fold change
>0 and adjusted p-value <0.05 were considered as differentially expressed. These steps were done
separately for Pan and PanH.
D. Comparing Pan nodule (Pan) versus hybrid (PanH and TtoH) nodule (TPM)
The normalization step in case working on (P. andersonii vs. PanH) or (P. andersonii vs. hybrid with
sub-genomes) will be different from DESeq2 in order to make the samples comparable. Accordingly,
the raw gene expression counts for each sample were normalized using TPM (Transcripts Per
Million) method (Wagner et al., 2012) using custom R script. The values of TPMs were calculated
as: TPM = (number of reads mapped to a particular transcript × 10^6)/(sum of all length normalized
transcript counts × length of transcript) for the annotated transcripts. The differences in gene
expression were calculated among different samples with DESeq2 R package (1.12.4). As a
significant differential expression, P-value less than 0.05 and log2 (fold change) more than 0 were
set as thresholds. Differentially expressed genes were scanned for identified 545 candidate R genes.
It was expected that some of these genes were higher expressed in hybrid nodules than in Parasponia
ones.
To facilitate the filtering of expression profiles of genes of interest, four categories were selected
(Table 16): (i) 19 candidate R genes, which are significantly down-regulated in Pan and significantly
up-regulated in PanH, (ii) 59 candidate R genes, which are significantly down-regulated in Pan and
PanH, (iii) 100 candidate R genes, which are significantly down-regulated in Pan and non-significant
in PanH, and (iv) 61 candidate R genes, which are up-regulated in PanH and non-significant in Pan.
Based on TPM values for categories (iii) and (iv), 30 genes with high expression were selected in
PanH and 27 genes with low expression were selected in Pan, respectively. Followed by searching
for the TtoH orthologous pairs for the selected 135 R genes.
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III.

RESULTS

1. Genome-wide identification of P. andersonii and T. orientalis R genes
In total, 547 candidate R genes (1.47% of the genome) were identified in P. andersonii and 583
candidate R genes (1.63% of the genome) were identified in T. orientalis (Table 5). In addition, 491
identified R gene pairs of orthologs shared between P. andersonii and T. orientalis (Table 5).
For P. andersonii, the analysis of the 207 candidate NBS-LRR genes against MEME/MAST
identified 179 (86.5%) genes were regular NBS-LRR genes: 154 CNLs, 2 RNLs, and 23 TNLs
(Table 5). These 179 show complete open reading frames and highly conserved NBS regions. The
remaining 28 genes (13.5%) were classified as none regular NBS-LRR genes because of the lack of
specific domains. These non-regular genes were classified into four distinct groups for CNL and
three distinct groups for TNL. None-regular CNLs were CN (3), CL (5), NL (13) and LRR (1).
None-regular TNLs were classified as: TN (1), TL (2), NL (3).
For T. orientalis, the analysis of the 248 candidate NBS-LRR genes against MEME/MAST identified
218 (88%) genes were regular NBS-LRR genes: 174 CNLs, 2 RNLs, and 42 TNLs (Table 5). These
218 show complete open reading frames and highly conserved NBS regions. The remaining 30 genes
(12%) were classified as none regular NBS-LRR genes because of the lack of specific domains.
These non-regular genes were classified into three distinct groups for CNL and two distinct groups
for TNL. None-regular CNLs were CN (7), NL (18) and LRR (3). None-regular TNLs were
classified as: TN (1) and NL (1).
Table 5: The number of predicted R genes identified in sequenced plant genomes Parasponia andersonii and
Trema orientalis
Protein Domains

(R/NR)

Letter
Code

P. andersonii

T. orientalis

CNL Type
CC-NBS-LRR
R
CNL
CC-NBS
NR
CN
CC-LRR
NR
CL
NBS-LRR
NR
NL
LRR
NR
L
TNL Type
TIR-NBS-LRR
R
TNL
TIR-NBS
NR
TN
TIR-LRR
NR
TL
NBS-LRR
NR
NL
RPW8-NBS-LRR
R
RNL
Receptor-Like Protein
RLP
Receptor-Like Kinase
RLK
‘Others’ class
ATP-Binding Cassette (ABC) transporter-like
ABC
S-domain receptor-like kinase
SRK
MLO-related protein
MLO
Total # of R genes
# of genes in the genome
Genome size
R; Regular NBS-LRR gene and NR; None Regular NBS-LRR gene

176
154
3
5
13
1
29
23
1
2
3
2
66
147
127
40
71
16
547 (~1.47%)
37232
~ 472 Mb

202
174
7
18
3
44
42
1
1
2
67
142
126
39
71
16
583 (~1.63%)
35851
~ 385 Mb
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Orthologous
R genes
151
27
2
51
138
39
67
16
491

Our results identified 171 mis-annotated R gene sequences in both P. andersonii and T. orientalis
genomes (Table 6) compared to the previous automated annotation. Three examples of genes are
represented in (Figure 4A, 4B, and 4C) that were manually annotated using the Geneious annotation
tool. After manual annotation, the predicted protein sequence was still incomplete for 13 genes (10
CNLs and 3 TNLs) in P. andersonii and 3 CNL genes in T. orientalis. It could be due to sequencing
errors (sequence gaps), assembling issues, or frameshifts by the automatic annotation process. Both
automatically and manually annotated genes with missed specific domains are probably
pseudogenes.
Table 6: The number of manually re-annotated R genes in sequenced plant genomes Parasponia andersonii
and Trema orientalis
R gene classes
CNL
TNL
RLP
RLK
ABC
SRK
MLO
Total

# of R Genes in P. andersonii
70
3
9
6
6
4
2
100

15

# of R Genes in T. orientalis
41
5
10
7
6
1
1
71

Figure 4: Manual reannotation examples of two incorrectly NBS-LRR genes as shown in (A; PanCNL24 and C;
TorCNL215) and an example of a novel gene annotation of NBS-LRR gene as shown in (B; TorCNL24). (A) The two
distinct patterns within Scf00105 are predicted individual genes, however, the Reference-based identification strategy
(BLASTP and TBLASTN searches) suggested that both patterns are part of one longer sequence; (B) The same strategy
identified a novel NBS-LRR gene within Scf00007; (C) The distinct pattern within Scf00023 is predicted with one exon,
however the same strategy suggested that this gene lack of another exon which represents LRR domain. The new
annotations were confirmed with MAST analysis. Motifs are shown above each annotation with predicted specific
domains.

In order to examine the motif compositions of identified R genes for each class, they were subjected
to domain and motif analyses using the MEME/MAST program. For CNLs and TNLs, the 20
putative conserved motifs (Jupe et al., 2012) were found among them as shown in (appendix III,
Figure 5). For RNLs, the 15 putative conserved motifs were found among them as shown in
(appendix III, Figure 5). For RLPs, the motifs between the LRR and TM domains were revealed
with MEME/MAST (appendix III, Figure 5). The RLKs all contained an additional protein kinase
domain at the C-terminal. The motifs among the LRR, TM, and Kin domains were found in RLKs
(appendix III, Figure 5). The 15 putative conserved motifs were found among ‘Others’ class
including ABCs (appendix III, Figure 5), SRKs (appendix III, Figure 5), and MLOs (appendix
III, Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Representation example of motif patterns in R gene classes in (A) P. andersonii and (B) T. orientalis. All classes
are represented: NBS-LRR classes in red (CNL, TNL, and RNL); pattern recognition receptors in blue (RLP and RLK);
Others class in green (ABC, SRK, and MLO). The different colored boxes in motif block diagram indicated distinct motifs
as shown in boxes under each class identified by MEME/MAST program. Refer to (appendix 3) for the type of each
motif for all classes.
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2. Alignment and phylogenetic analysis of R Genes
To study sequence relationships and diversity, seven phylogenetic trees were constructed separately
for each class (CNL, TNL, RLP, RLK, ABC, SRK, and MLO). Phylogenetic trees of NBS-LRR
genes (CNL and TNL) were produced (Figure 6A and 6B), combining genes that encode complete
proteins with ones lacking one or two domains (CN, CL, TN, TL, NL, and LRR). Two phylogenetic
trees of pattern recognition receptors were generated, one for the RLP proteins (Figure 6C) and one
for the RLK proteins (Figure 6D). Three phylogenetic trees of ‘Others’ class proteins were
constructed, one for the ABC proteins (Figure 6E), one for the SRK proteins (Figure 6F), and one
for the MLO proteins (Figure 6G). RNL class was not included in the phylogenetic analysis because
the only identified RNLs were four candidates (two from P. andersonii and two T. orientalis).
Furthermore, the phylogenetic trees showed both closely clustered nodes and long branch lengths
cases, reflecting a high level of divergence within R gene classes. From the obtained bootstrap values
among all phylogenetic trees, it was obvious that most of the tree branches for each class had a value
of more than 50% confidence.
Most branches of all constructed trees consist of 491 orthologues genes from P. andersonii and T.
orientalis species, but several terminal branches include singletons and duplicated R genes (Table 7).
T. orientalis has more duplicated R genes, altogether 10, than does P. andersonii, which has 6 in
total. Also, I found many more loss events in P. andersonii (92) than in T. orientalis (56) (Table 7).
Table 7: The number of singletons and duplicated genes Parasponia andersonii and Trema orientalis
Species
P. andersonii
T. orientalis

Duplicated genes
Singletons (loss in Tor)
Duplicated genes
Singletons (loss in Pan)

CNL
3
25
4
51

TNL
2
3
17

RLP
3
15
3
16

18

RLK
9
4

ABC
1
-

SRK
4
4

RNL
-

MLO
-

Total
6
56
10
92

(A) CNL

19

(B) TNL

20

(C) RLP

21

(D) RLK

22

(E) ABC

23

(F) SRK

24

(G) MLO

Figure 6: Phylogenetic trees of R gene classes (A; CNL, B; TNL, C; RLP, D; RLK, E; ABC, F; SRK, and G; MLO) of P.
andersonii and T. orientalis based on the neighbour-joining method using Geneious 6.1.8 software. Percent bootstrap
values (100 iterations) are indicated in every branch. Branch names in blue indicate P. andersonii sequences and those
in red indicate T. orientalis sequences. For (A) and (D), branches in blue indicate P. andersonii sequences and those in
red indicate T. orientalis sequences (for complete names at each branch of A and D trees, see Supplemental Figure S1
and S2, respectively). Each protein is encoded as follows: Pan or Tor (organism) + R gene class + ID number. (B) Those
are lacking one or two domains are indicated at the end of the branch name as (TN, NL, and TL).
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3. RNA-seq data analysis of R genes
A. DEGs in Pan nodules compared to roots
Principle component analysis (PCA) (Figure 7A) showed that the nodule stages (NS1 and NS3) and
root control samples are clustered and separated from each other. As a result, a total of 545 R genes
were analysed for their expression profiles (Figure 8A). More than 50% were differentially
expressed, 178 R genes were significantly down-regulated while 137 were significantly up-regulated
in nodules compared to roots (Table 15).
B. DEGs in PanH nodules compared to roots
PCA (Figure 7B) showed that the nodule stages and root control samples are clustered and separated
from each other except for (Hybrid_NS_201) replicate sample, which appears to be an outlier with
respect to the other nodule samples. To be conservative, the outlier was not removed from the
subsequent analyses. As a result, a total of 545 R genes were analysed for their expression profiles
between PanH nodules compared to roots (Figure 8B). More than 40% were differentially
expressed, 178 R genes were significantly up-regulated while only 65 were significantly downregulated in nodules compared to roots (Table 15).
C. DEGs of Pan against PanH
The expression profiles of the identified 545 R genes in Pan compared to PanH nodules revealed that
most genes are regulated in the same way (Table 15). The majority of them are consistently invariant
while nearly 40% DEGs were associated with both. Heat map clustering for R genes in Pan and
PanH between nodules compared to roots are shown in (Figure 8C).
Table 15: Summary of differential expressed R genes in Pan versus PanH

Pan

PanH
Up-regulated
Down-regulated
Non-Significant
Total (%)

Up-regulated
98
19
61
178 (32.66)

Down-regulated
2
59
4
65 (11.93)

Non-Significant
37
100
165
302 (55.41)

Total (%)
137 (25.14)
178 (32.66)
230 (42.2)
545

Abbreviations: Pan, Parasponia andersonii; PanH, Parasponia andersonii genome in the hybrid.

D. DEGs of Pan against Hybrid (PanH and TtoH)
From four interested categories, 135 R genes were selected. Unfortunately, because of a low quality
of Tto genome assembly, only 52 orthologous pairs out of 135 were found in Tto genome. For
category (ii) down-regulated in Pan and PanH, the 21 orthologous R genes were down-regulated in
TtoH. In total, only 16 R genes were significantly up-regulated in TtoH. Heat map clustering for the
selected 16 R genes between Pan and PanH compared to the TtoH orthologous pairs in bar plot,
which all are shown in (Figure 8D and 8E). Of particular interest are three candidate R genes
(CNL84, RLK74, and RLK89) (Figure 9), which are significantly down-regulated in Pan nodules
and significantly up-regulated in hybrid (i.e. PanH and TtoH orthologs) nodules.
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Table 16: Summary of differential expressed R genes in Pan, PanH, and TtoH
Category
Down-regulated in Pan,
up-regulated in PanH
Down-regulated in Pan,
Down-regulated in PanH
Down-regulated in Pan,
NonSig. in PanH
High expression in PanH
NonSig. in Pan,
Up-regulated in PanH
Low expression in Pan

Number of DE genes

Orthologous R genes in TtoH

Sig. Up-regulated in TtoH

19

9

3

59

21

0

11

3

11

10

100
30
61
27

Abbreviations: Pan, Parasponia andersonii; PanH, Parasponia andersonii genome in the hybrid; TtoH, Trema tomentosa subgenomes A and B in the hybrid; Sig., Significant; NonSig., Non-significant; DE, Differential Expressed.

Figure 7: Principle Component Analysis (PCA) for (A) Two Pan nodule stages 1 and 3 compared to roots, and (B) PanH
nodules compared to roots. PCA is based on DESeq normalized counts. (RC; root control, NS; nodule stage, Pan; P.
andersonii, and H(Pan); P. andersonii genome in the hybrid)
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E

Figure 8: Heat map clustering of the differentially expressed R genes in (A) Pan, 545 candidate R genes in two nodule
stages 1 and 3 compared to roots of Pan genome, (B) PanH, 545 candidate R genes in nodules compared to roots in
PanH genome, and (C) Pan vs PanH, 545 candidate R genes between Pan genome compared to PanH genome. (D) Heat
map for orthologous gene pairs for selected 16 R genes between Pan compared to PanH and TtoH genomes. The tissues
used for expression profiling are indicated at the bottom of each heat map. The color scale bar at the right top corner of
each heat map represents for (A) and (B) log2 transformed normalized count values based on DESeq and for (C) and (D)
log2 transformed TPM values. Blue (˂0) indicates down-regulation and red (>0) indicates up-regulation. The gene
names are on the right side of each heat map. (E) The bar plot for TtoH, the x-axis represents TPM values and y-axis
represents orthologous gene pair names (RC; root control, NS; nodule stage, Pan; P. andersonii, PanH; P. andersonii
genome in the hybrid, and TtoH; T. tomentosa sub-genomes A and B in the hybrid).
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Figure 9: Gene expression (in TPM) plot showing differences of three R genes between nodules compared to roots in
Pan, PanH, and TtoH. (R; root, N; nodule, Pan; P. andersonii, PanH; P. andersonii genome in the hybrid, and TtoH; T.
tomentosa sub-genomes A and B in the hybrid, CNL; CC-NBS-LRR, RLK; receptor-like kinase).
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IV.

DISCUSSION

1. Genome-wide identification of P. andersonii and T. orientalis R genes
The genome-wide identification of resistance (R) genes has become an essential component for a
better understanding of resistance genetics as well as the genomics and evolution of R genes. The
genome-wide identification of R genes has been extensively studied because they play an important
role in defending plants from pathogens. Thus, identification of candidate R genes is one of the most
important reasons of understanding the resistance in hybrid nodules against symbiotic rhizobia. This
study is the first to perform comprehensive analysis on identification and characterization of R genes
in the P. andersonii and T. orientalis genomes taking advantages of the recent sequence completion
of their genomes. Here, I aimed to analyze the P. andersonii and T. orientalis genomes for
identification and characterization of R genes and to examine their expression profiles during
nodulation development.
In this study, I used two strategies for R genes identification. In the first strategy, the consensus
HMM for each class using either BLASTP or TBLASTN were used to identify any R gene based on
their specific domain characteristics. However, the identification based on the domain search is very
laborious and time-consuming, but this strategy was useful to ensure no related R genes are missing.
In the second strategy, the MEME/MAST analysis is the most common motif finding tool and it is
very efficient in the identification of specific motifs between protein sequences that show various
motif compositions. By utilizing the 20 motifs (Jupe et al., 2012) for NBS-LRR (CNLs and TNLs)
class and the 15 motifs for the rest of classes, it enables to distinguish between different R gene
classes. This analysis depends on sequence motifs as queries against the entire protein set of P.
andersonii and T. orientalis genomes to search for each R gene class candidates containing specific
patterns matching the query motifs. So, this analysis is highly dependent on the correct annotation
and gene prediction. As expected, MEME/MAST analyses identified more additional sequences for
each class. Thus, this analysis shows a good correlation between the two strategies indicating that it
was deep enough in order to have accurate genome-wide identification of candidate R genes across
the P. andersonii and T. orientalis genomes.
I have carefully characterized all R gene classes in both P. andersonii and T. orientalis genomes. In
the P. andersonii genome, 547 candidate R genes were identified, which represents 1.47% of all the
predicted proteins. In the T. orientalis genome, 583 candidate R genes were identified, which
represents 1.63% of all the predicted proteins.
For NBS-LRR genes in P. andersonii, 207 candidate R genes were identified, which represents
0.56% of all the predicted proteins. Whereas in T. orientalis, 248 candidate R genes were identified,
which represents 0.69% of all the predicted proteins. The ratio of TNLs to CNLs is 1:6 in P.
andersonii and 1:4.6 in T. orientalis. The CNL genes make the largest proportion of the NBS LRR
genes in both genomes compared with TNL genes, as was also previously reported in Medicago
truncatula (Ameline-Torregrosa et al., 2007), Lotus japonicus (Li et al., 2010), and Populus
trichocarpa (Kohler et al., 2008a). The predominance of CNL or TNL genes in a genome may be
driven by an evolutionary force that could be related to the success of one of NBS-LRR types or may
be contributed by the nature of pathogens that infect the plant species (Leister, 2004; Lozano et al.,
2012).
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Obviously, the complete set of NBS-LRR (CNLs and TNLs) in T. orientalis genome (246 candidate
NBS-LRR genes) is more than P. andersonii genome (205 candidate NBS-LRR genes), perhaps this
could be either be explained by the complexity of the T. orientalis genome duplication or P.
andersonii species loses sequences encoding the TIR and CC domains. In addition, the largest class
in both genomes is represented by CNL type NBS-LRR genes. This class has 176 genes in P.
andersonii and 202 genes in T. orientalis, compared to ~ 225 genes in P. trichocarpa (Kohler et al.,
2008b) and ~ 50 genes in A. thaliana (Meyers et al., 2003b). Furthermore, the results show that in P.
andersonii and T. orientalis there are more CNL genes than TNL genes, suggesting that the CNL
type gene duplication experienced more duplications than that of TNL type. By looking at the
phylogenetic trees of CNL and TNL classes, I found a few duplication events and a lot of lost events
in P. andersonii. Suggesting that the main reason is those NBS-LRR genes are lost in P. andersonii.
Furthermore, RLK class has 147 genes in P. andersonii and 142 genes in T. orientalis, which are
lower compared to 379 genes in P. trichocarpa (Zan et al., 2013) and 213 genes in A. thaliana
(Diévart et al., 2011). These results of having NBS-LRR genes more than RLKs were expected,
because the intracellular NBS-LRRs in ETI version are more robust and fast-acting than the
extracellular RLKs in PTI version.
I also identified some NBS-LRR genes, which lack one or two domains (CN, CL, TN, TL, NL, and
LRR) in P. andersonii as well as in T. orientalis genomes. They are probably considered as
pseudogenes or truncated. They also have high similarity with completed NBS-LRR genes.
Therefore, they are not conserved in both genomes because some of them in P. andersonii have
orthologous pairs in T. orientalis and vice versa. Previous studies observed partial NBS-LRR genes
within other species genomes, for example in Manihot esculenta (Lozano et al., 2015), Populus
trichocarpa (Kohler et al., 2008b), Arabidopsis thaliana (Meyers et al., 2003b), Medicago
truncatula (Ameline-Torregrosa et al., 2007), and Lotus japonicus (Li et al., 2010). The reason for
missing one or two domains could be due to sequencing errors (sequence gaps), assembling issues,
or frameshifts by the automatic annotation process. Interestingly, the partial NBS-LRR genes were
dispersed with the complete ones among various clades throughout CNL and TNL phylogenetic
trees, indicating a diverse rather than a monophyletic origin due to domain deletion. Another possible
explanation, because of the rapid evolution of NBS-LRR class, partial genes with missed specific
domains could be as a result of pseudogenization.
The automated annotation process of sequenced genomes can cause a high level of mis-annotation.
One of the important steps in the identification process was the manual re-annotation of individual R
genes. 15% of the candidate R genes contained errors resulting from the automated annotation. These
errors resulted from splicing errors, split genes or fused genes, missed or extra exons, incorrect start
codon predictions. Some of the mis-annotated R genes had been annotated with either missing
protein motifs or domains. Also, I found some novel R genes either in P. andersonii and T. orientalis
genomes, which are missed during the automatic annotation process. But the majority of what I
found is mis-annotated R genes. These results confirmed that the manual re-annotation is necessary
to study the gene structures for particular gene families.
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2. RNA-seq analysis of R genes in P. andersonii and Hybrid
Together with the recent sequencing of P. andersonii, T. orientalis and T. tomentosa genomes, the
genome-wide identification and RNA-seq analysis of 545 candidate R genes provide helpful
resources to unraveling a possibility reason of blocking the intracellular infection threads in hybrid
nodules after inoculation with rhizobia. Here I focused on the investigation of the expression patterns
of R genes, which have high expression in hybrid nodules compared to Parasponia ones. Overall, the
majority of R genes were differentially regulated in nodules compared to roots. I also found that most
Pan R genes are regulated similarly in P. andersonii and hybrid nodules. Furthermore, I found that
many R genes have high expression in root control of Pan and hybrid. Suggesting that those R genes
are expressed constitutively without inoculation. Meaning that R gene products will be present in the
host plant cells to initiate resistance even before the inoculation.
From interested four categories (i) down-regulated in Pan and up-regulated in PanH, (ii) downregulated in Pan and PanH, (iii) down-regulated in Pan and non-significant in PanH, and (iv) upregulated in PanH and non-significant in Pan, I searched for the orthologous pairs in TtoH for 135 R
genes. But I could not find more than 52 orthologous R genes in TtoH that has a low-quality genome
assembly. I expected to find at least two orthologous pairs for each R gene in TtoH (sub-genomes A
and B) in the case of having a high-quality genome assembly. Then, I found only 16 R genes with
high expression level in TtoH. For category (ii) down-regulated in Pan and PanH, I found that the 21
orthologous pairs in TtoH were also down-regulated. Thus, this category is down-regulated in Pan
and hybrid (PanH and TtoH) nodules compared to roots. Suggesting that those R genes in the
category (ii) are trans-regulated in hybrid nodules. According to a previous study (Shivaprasad et al.,
2012), one possible explanation is that some miRNAs acting as a negative switch and mediate gene
silencing for those R genes.
Of particular interest are three candidate R genes (CNL84, RLK74, and RLK89) (Figure 9) that
significantly down-regulated in Pan nodules and significantly up-regulated in hybrid (i.e. PanH and
TtoH orthologs) nodules, in my opinion, may be those are the key to the resistance and blocking of
the intracellular infection threads. The presence of at least one R gene among them (CNL84; CCNBS-LRR) support the gene-for-gene interaction hypothesis. According to my hypothesis, those 3 R
genes recognize injected rhizobial effectors and activate ETI and HP at the infected cells, preventing
intracellular infection threads.
The genome-wide identification revealed that some R genes are lost in P. andersonii genome and
gained by T. orientalis. The majority of them are NBS-LRR class. Thus, it would be useful to find
their orthologous pairs and investigate their expression profiles in TtoH in the case of having a highquality genome assembly. They could have a possible defense mechanism role against rhizobia in
hybrid nodules.
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V.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions
T. orientalis genome has more NBS-LRR genes than P. andersonii. I speculated that due to their loss
in P. andersonii. Dual identification strategies are required to identify all possible R genes in both
genomes. Additionally, one of the important steps in the identification process was the manual reannotation of mis-annotated R genes through the automatic annotation process. Many R genes are
differentially regulated in nodules compared to roots. Moreover, most P. andersonii R genes are
regulated similarly in P. andersonii and hybrid nodules. P. andersonii and T. tomentosa R genes are
regulated similarly in hybrid nodules, suggesting that they are regulated in trans in the hybrid.
Finally, these analyses revealed three candidate R genes are down-regulated in P. andersonii nodules
and consistently (i.e. PanH and TtoH orthologs) up-regulated in hybrid nodules. The expression
profile analysis of R genes provides one of the possible clues to the unraveling reason of blocking the
intracellular infection threads in hybrid nodules after inoculation with rhizobia.
Recommendations
Firstly, the genome-wide identification revealed that some R genes are lost in P. andersonii genome
and gained by T. orientalis. The majority of them are NBS-LRR class. Thus, more investigations are
required to find the orthologous pairs of those lost genes in T. tomentosa genome after improving the
genome assembly quality. Then, study their expression profiles in hybrid nodules, because they
could have a possible defense mechanism role against rhizobia. Secondly, a combination of two
identification strategies was deep enough to have a feasible and accurate identification of R genes
across both P. andersonii and T. orientalis genomes. Therefore, it is highly recommended to use
these strategies in identifying other gene families across any genome. Accordingly, by utilizing both
strategies, it enables to ensure no related genes are missing from automated annotation and misannotated genes. Thirdly, defense-related R genes are normally regulated by transcription factors
(TFs), which play either direct or indirect roles in various defense signaling pathways (Zhu et al.,
2013). The most important TF families MYB, WRKY, bZIP, and EREBP, which are involved in
many biochemical and physiological processes. Moreover, they have been described as being
implicated in various plant-pathogen interaction including pathogen resistance regulation and cell
death (Udvardi et al., 2007). Therefore, more in-depth investigations are required to figure out the
molecular mechanisms of those TFs and study their gene regulatory network underlying nodule
developmental stages in hybrid after inoculation with rhizobia. Finally, this study suggests three
interesting candidate R genes, which trigger specific defense signaling pathways either involved in
the Effector-Triggered Immunity (ETI) (CNL84) or PAMP-triggered immunity (PTI) (RLK 74 and
RLK89). Those R genes constitute interesting candidates for further functional analysis. Thus, the
deployment of one or the combined three R genes by a gain-of-function mutation in P. andersonii
nodules, will contribute to deciphering their role in defense mechanisms, including HR against
rhizobia in hybrid nodules.
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APPENDICES
Appendix I: Reference R protein data set
Table 2: Reference data set of functional R genes from other plant species
Type

Protein ID

Donor Species

Description

PRGDB/UniProtKB

CNL

NP_187360
NP_199160
NP_190237
NP_194339
NP_172686
BAC67706
AF234174_1
AF202179_1
ABB91438
AIU36098
AAT08955
ACZ65507
AAO16014
AAQ55541
CAC29242
AAO43441
ADK47521
AAD03156
ABI64281
BAA25068
BAG72136
BAG72135
BAH20862
ACJ54697
ACJ54698
BAA76282
ABC73398
ACN79514
ADV58352
AAZ95005
AAP86601
AF447489_1

Arabidopsis thaliana
Arabidopsis thaliana
Arabidopsis thaliana
Arabidopsis thaliana
Arabidopsis thaliana
Arabidopsis thaliana
Arabidopsis thaliana
Capsicum chacoense
Cucumis melo
Cucumis melo
Helianthus annuus
Hordeum chilense
Hordeum vulgare
Hordeum vulgare
Hordeum vulgare subsp. vulgare
Hordeum vulgare subsp. vulgare
Hordeum vulgare subsp. vulgare
Lactuca sativa
Oryza sativa Indica Group
Oryza sativa Indica Group
Oryza sativa Japonica Group
Oryza sativa Japonica Group
Oryza sativa Japonica Group
Oryza sativa Japonica Group
Oryza sativa Japonica Group
Oryza sativa Japonica Group
Oryza sativa Japonica Group
Oryza sativa Japonica Group
Oryza sativa Japonica Group
Solanum bulbocastanum
Solanum bulbocastanum
Solanum demissum

disease resistance protein RPM1
disease resistance protein RPP8
disease resistance protein RPP13
disease resistance protein RPS2
disease resistance protein RPS5
R-protein
viral resistance protein
disease resistance protein BS2
R-FOM-2
vat protein
CC-NBS-LRR
MLA1
CC-NBS-LRR resistance protein MLA13
MLA10
MLA6 protein
MLA12
RDG2A
resistance protein candidate RGC2B
CC-NBS-LRR Pi36
XA1
NBS-LRR class disease resistance protein
NBS-LRR class disease resistance protein
NBS-LRR disease resistance protein
Pi5-1
Pi5-2
Pib
Piz-t
resistance protein Pid3
resistance protein Pikp-1
late blight resistance protein Rpi-blb2
putative disease resistant protein RGA2
late blight resistance protein

PRGDB00000491
PRGDB00000494
PRGDB00000492
PRGDB00000495
PRGDB00000497
PRGDB00000489
PRGDB00000484
PRGDB00000030
PRGDB00061465
PRGDB00061471
PRGDB00061440
PRGDB00061432
PRGDB00061435
PRGDB00035725
PRGDB00061433
PRGDB00061434
PRGDB00061456
PRGDB00000480
PRGDB00061436
PRGDB00050958
PRGDB00061453
PRGDB00061454
PRGDB00061460
PRGDB00061458
PRGDB00061459
PRGDB00050957
PRGDB00061443
PRGDB00061457
PRGDB00061463
PRGDB00000049
PRGDB00000048
PRGDB00000046
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TNL

CAD29729
AAC67238
AAF76308
ABS29034
AAQ96158
AAQ01784
AF107293_1
NP_001078715
NP_193420
NP_199338
AAS01763
AAN86124
NP_193428
NP_190034
AF327903_1
ADF78105
AAA91021
AF310960_2
AAB47618
AAA50763

gi|30692890|ref|NP_174620.2|
sp|Q9FW44|ADR1_ARATH

Solanum lycopersicum
Solanum lycopersicum
Solanum pimpinellifolium
Triticum aestivum
Triticum aestivum
Triticum aestivum
Zea mays
Arabidopsis thaliana
Arabidopsis thaliana
Arabidopsis thaliana
Arabidopsis thaliana
Arabidopsis thaliana
Arabidopsis thaliana
Arabidopsis thaliana
Glycine max
Glycine max
Linum usitatissimum
Linum usitatissimum
Linum usitatissimum
Nicotiana glutinosa
Solanum tuberosum subsp.
andigenum
Arabidopsis thaliana
Arabidopsis thaliana

sp|Q9SZA7|DRL29_ARATH

Arabidopsis thaliana

sp|Q9LZ25|DRL30_ARATH

Arabidopsis thaliana

sp|Q9FKZ0|DRL43_ARATH

Arabidopsis thaliana

gi|79326231|ref|NP_001031781.1|

Arabidopsis thaliana

sp|Q9LVT1|DRL39_ARATH

Arabidopsis thaliana

gi|42516774|emb|CAE51863.1|
gi|AJ002235|
gi|AJ002235|
gi|39577520|gb|AAR28377.1|
gi|39577522|gb|AAR28378.1|
gi|14279670|gb|AAK58682.1|AF272367_1
gi|14269077|gb|AAK58011.1|AF365929_1
gi|3894383|gb|AAC78591.1|

Arabidopsis thaliana
Solanum habrochaites
Solanum habrochaites
Solanum lycopersicum
Solanum lycopersicum
Solanum lycopersicum
Solanum lycopersicum
Solanum lycopersicum var.

CAC82811
RNL

RLP
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hero resistance protein
root-knot nematode resistance protein
Prf
Lr1 disease resistance protein
powdery mildew resistance protein PM3b
resistance protein LR10
rust resistance protein
disease resistance protein RRS1
protein RECOGNITION OF PERONOSPORA PARASITICA 4
protein RESISTANT TO P. SYRINGAE
TIR-NBS-LRR
TIR-NBS-LRR
TIR-NBS-LRR class disease resistance protein
TIR-NBS-LRR class disease resistance protein
functional candidate resistance protein KR1
Rj2 protein
L6tr
P2 rust resistance protein
rust resistance protein M
N

PRGDB00000040
PRGDB00000042
PRGDB00000045
PRGDB00061469
PRGDB00061438
PRGDB00061439
PRGDB00061437
PRGDB00050963
PRGDB00050960
PRGDB00000496
PRGDB00061467
PRGDB00061441
PRGDB00000493
PRGDB00050959
PRGDB00061464
PRGDB00061464
PRGDB00000486
PRGDB00035724
PRGDB00000487
PRGDB00000044

resistance gene-like

PRGDB00000052

disease resistance protein ADR1
Disease resistance protein ADR1 GN=ADR1 PE=2 SV=2
Probable disease resistance protein At4g33300
GN=At4g33300 PE=2 SV=3
Probable disease resistance protein At5g04720
GN=At5g04720 PE=2 SV=1
Probable disease resistance protein At5g66910
GN=At5g66910 PE=2 SV=1
putative disease resistance protein ADR1-like 1
Putative disease resistance protein At5g47280
GN=At5g47280 PE=3 SV=1
RPP27 protein
Cf4A protein
Cf-4 protein
EIX receptor 1
EIX receptor 2
verticillium wilt disease resistance protein
verticillium wilt disease resistance protein Ve2
disease resistance protein

PRGDB00049552
UniProtKB
UniProtKB
UniProtKB
UniProtKB
PRGDB00049548
UniProtKB
PRGDB00061447
PRGDB00000034
PRGDB00000033
PRGDB00035712
PRGDB00035713
PRGDB00000055
PRGDB00000056
PRGDB00000035

RLK

ABC

SRK

gi|1184075|gb|AAC15779.1|
gi|U42444|
gi|AJ002236|
gi|15219370|ref|NP_177451.1|
gi|15241369|ref|NP_197548.1|
gi|15225286|ref|NP_180201.1|
gi|15237426|ref|NP_199445.1|
gi|94481123|dbj|BAE93934.1|
gi|90018763|gb|ABD84047.1|

cerasiforme
Solanum pimpinellifolium
Solanum pimpinellifolium
Solanum pimpinellifolium
Arabidopsis thaliana
Arabidopsis thaliana
Arabidopsis thaliana
Arabidopsis thaliana
Oryza sativa Indica Group
Oryza sativa Japonica Group

sp|Q94A18|AB29G_ARATH

Arabidopsis thaliana

sp|Q8GZ52|AB30G_ARATH

Arabidopsis thaliana

sp|Q9ZUT8|AB33G_ARATH

Arabidopsis thaliana

sp|Q7PC86|AB35G_ARATH

Arabidopsis thaliana

sp|Q9XIE2|AB36G_ARATH

Arabidopsis thaliana

sp|Q9LFH0|AB37G_ARATH

Arabidopsis thaliana

sp|Q7PC83|AB41G_ARATH

Arabidopsis thaliana

sp|Q7PC82|AB42G_ARATH

Arabidopsis thaliana

sp|Q7PC81|AB43G_ARATH

Arabidopsis thaliana

sp|Q949G3|PDR1_NICPL
sp|Q76CU2|PDR1_TOBAC
sp|Q5W274|PDR3_TOBAC

Nicotiana plumbaginifolia
Nicotiana tabacum
Nicotiana tabacum

sp|Q8GU83|AB41G_ORYSJ

Oryza sativa subsp. japonica

sp|Q2QV81|AB49G_ORYSJ

Oryza sativa subsp. japonica

sp|B9GDE5|AB50G_ORYSJ

Oryza sativa subsp. japonica

gi|HM775493|
gi|237824130|gb|ACR15163.1|

Triticum aestivum
Oryza sativa Indica Group

tr|Q651J1|Q651J1_ORYSJ

Oryza sativa subsp. japonica

tr|Q0DC23|Q0DC23_ORYSJ

Oryza sativa subsp. japonica

Cf-2.1
Cf-9 protein
Hcr9-9B protein
leucine-rich repeat receptor-like protein kinase PEPR1
LRR receptor-like serine/threonine-protein kinase EFR
LRR receptor-like serine/threonine-protein kinase ERECTA
LRR receptor-like serine/threonine-protein kinase FLS2
receptor kinase-like protein
bacterial blight resistance protein XA26
ABC transporter G family member 29 GN=ABCG29 PE=2
SV=2
ABC transporter G family member 30 GN=ABCG30 PE=2
SV=2
ABC transporter G family member 33 GN=ABCG33 PE=2
SV=1
ABC transporter G family member 35 GN=ABCG35 PE=2
SV=1
ABC transporter G family member 36 GN=ABCG36 PE=1
SV=1
ABC transporter G family member 37 GN=ABCG37 PE=2
SV=1
ABC transporter G family member 41 GN=ABCG41 PE=2
SV=1
ABC transporter G family member 42 GN=ABCG42 PE=2
SV=1
ABC transporter G family member 43 GN=ABCG43 PE=3
SV=1
Pleiotropic drug resistance protein 1 GN=PDR1 PE=1 SV=1
Pleiotropic drug resistance protein 1 GN=PDR1 PE=2 SV=1
Pleiotropic drug resistance protein 3 GN=PDR3 PE=2 SV=1
ABC transporter G family member 41 GN=ABCG41 PE=3
SV=1
ABC transporter G family member 49 GN=ABCG49 PE=2
SV=3
ABC transporter G family member 50 GN=ABCG50 PE=2
SV=2
LR34 protein
B-lectin receptor kinase
Serine/threonine-protein kinase GN=B1423D04.25 PE=3
SV=1
Serine/threonine-protein kinase GN=Os06g0494100 PE=2
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PRGDB00000032
PRGDB00000036
PRGDB00000037
PRGDB00035720
PRGDB00035719
PRGDB00035721
PRGDB00035718
PRGDB00000498
PRGDB00061448
UniProtKB
UniProtKB
UniProtKB
UniProtKB
UniProtKB
UniProtKB
UniProtKB
UniProtKB
UniProtKB
UniProtKB
UniProtKB
UniProtKB
UniProtKB
UniProtKB
UniProtKB
PRGDB00061470
PRGDB00061455
UniProtKB
UniProtKB

MLO

tr|B9FTE6|B9FTE6_ORYSJ
tr|A0A0U3JA94|A0A0U3JA94_ORYSJ
sp|Q9FKY5|MLO10_ARATH
sp|O80961|MLO12_ARATH
sp|O49873|MLOH1_HORVU
gi|1877221|emb|CAB06083.1|
sp|A2YD22|MLOH1_ORYSI
sp|Q0DC45|MLOH1_ORYSJ

Oryza sativa subsp. japonica
Oryza sativa subsp. japonica
Arabidopsis thaliana
Arabidopsis thaliana
Hordeum vulgare
Hordeum vulgare subsp. vulgare
Oryza sativa subsp. indica
Oryza sativa subsp. japonica
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SV=1
Serine/threonine-protein kinase GN=OsJ_21426 PE=3 SV=1
Serine/threonine-protein kinase GN=Pi-d2 PE=3 SV=1
MLO-like protein 10 GN=MLO10 PE=2 SV=1
MLO-like protein 12 GN=MLO12 PE=2 SV=2
MLO protein homolog 1 GN=MLO-H1 PE=3 SV=1
Mlo
MLO protein homolog 1 GN=MLO1 PE=3 SV=2
MLO protein homolog 1 GN=MLO1 PE=3 SV=2

UniProtKB
UniProtKB
UniProtKB
UniProtKB
UniProtKB
PRGDB00035723
UniProtKB
UniProtKB

Appendix II: HMM consensus sequences from R gene classes
Table 4: HMM consensus sequences from R gene classes used for BLAST search
Type
CNL

TNL

RNL

RLP

HMM consensus sequence
MDIVTGAXSNLLPKLGELLTEEFKLLKGXKKDIEDLKKELESLXALLIDAGEREQLDSQVK
LWLDEVRELSYDIEDVVDKFLVXVXXGGKFKGLXKRVTRLFKKLKXRHXIAKXIKDITX
QLZEVADRRDRFXVVPXPTRPIAIDPRXRXYAEESELVGIEGKRDZLLMRLLSSNKRLKVV
SIVGMGGLGKTTLARAVYNKIKGXFDCRAWVCVSQNPDMKKVLRDILXDLGNXXDLAM
LDANQLQKKLHEFLENKRYLVVLDDVWDEEDWEXIXXPFRNNLGSXIIXTTRIVSVANSC
CTSDXYZXEPLSXDDSWXLFYKRAFPDXNGCDNEFEQVGRDIVKKCGGLPLAIITIGSALA
GKQTXKEWDIVLDSLGSGLTDDNSLEEXRRILSLSYXNLPSHLKTCFLYCSLFPEDSMIERD
KLIWYWVAEGFVHESNXSLELLGENYFNELINRSLJQPIYNYXEXYYCRMHDMVXDLALS
LSKEANFVNLLDGTXNSMSXXNXRRLSLQKGNXDHILRIKSMSKXRSLXVFXSAIEVXMX
VXSRFKVLRVLDLSRCEDSSLPKSIGXLKHLRYLGLSGTNISKLPXEIGXLKFLEVLDLGNN
EXLXELPNTICNLRRLRYLNLXGCQVXPVGLLGKLTSLEVLRGILVXLNIIXQELGNLXKL
RELXISFLEGXLYEGLXXSLXNLHXLESLNIRCNXGETSXLMDLXGERWLPPVHLXFLSIM
XSQGXALRGWIRDPSHLSNLSHLFLRKCKKLZDXDVEILGKLPSLRRLELKSXAQLQRLSV
ISADGFRKLEXXILDCXSLEZILFEXGALPXLEXLEISDCVRLAKLPGNLXFXLTNLKXLSIR
GEVKVKJYCGGARVGEAXEAXAAVXRALEAHPNHPLIYJDMRPCIAXGAHDDDLCENLX
XLXXXXXEGAQXXXXXXPXVEXXLKGLTSLXDLRIXXCPRLXKLPEGLLSLXRLEIXNCP
XXXXLXEERXXXSWPKJXXXPXMXEXXXXIWLPXXXXXNSSSSKNNVEKE
MASSSSSSSWXYDVFLSFRGEDTRXTFTSHLYEALDRKGINTFIDDXEIERGXSIGPELJKAI
EESRIXIVVFSENYASSSWCLNELVEILECXKDKGQIVIPVFYXVDPSDVRKQTGSFGKAFE
KHCKRXDEEXKQRWKKALNDVANLAGXHSHXEDNEAEMIEXIVNDVSSKLNITPSKXFD
XLVGIEXHJXEIESLLXLXSDEVRMVGIWGMGGIGKTTIARALFNQLSSHFDGSCFJDNIRE
SSXKDGKLSLQKKLLSEILGEKDIKIDXLGVIEERLRXKKVLVVLDDVDNLEQLEALAGDP
DWFGSGSRIIITTRDKQVLKAHGIBQIYEVELLSEKEALQLFXQHAFKKDSPPDDFEELANE
VVSYAGGLPLALKVLGSSLXGKXIEEWESALPRLKRSLDGKIEXILKVSYDALEKEDKEIF
LDIACFFNGZEVTYVKDLLEDCXFXXKVGLXVLIDKSLIRISXDGXXEMHDLLZDMGREIV
RKESXQXPGKRSRLWLPEDIIXVLXNKTGTSTVEGISLDXSNEVELXXXKEAFKXMXNLR
FLKIXNSXLPPXGLXYLPXNLRLLXWXXYPLKSLPSXFXPEXLVILIXPYSKLRKLWEGTK
PLPNLKVXDLSXSSNLKEIPDLSKAPNLEELNLEGCXXLVEXPSSIGNLXKLXXLDLSDCKS
LESFPTJNLESLEYLNLSGCSSLEXFPEIXGNIXXLBLSGTGIRKLPSSFQKLTRLXVLXLXN
CKSLVTLPSSIGNLKXLVXLXVXGCSGLESLPEDINLSSLETLBLSGCXLLDSFPPISTSJXEL
YLSGTAIEELPXSIEXLSSLKXLDLXDCXXLTSJPGLPPNLKELDADNCXSLXXXXXSTCFN
CFXLDQEAXLHSLXXTVFLPGKEIPSWFXHQXTGSSXXVKLPEXWLSKFLXFAXCXLIDX
XXXRCXVKDEGGXXXXXXXXHXELXDLRTIHXFFFPXXNEXBXXXVTXXEXXFXFSKIK
ECGXRLLYXESXXENXSLKTRLDXXEVSSYEHXSRXXDXXVAXTKXXYLXEESKFXZEE
XDXVXXRSXXSXSXRXXIXRXXXQXXXGXDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVXXX
MXXXDXFAGEIXTELLKQLXXVXXTVXRCKGIAKXLXTMIDSXQPTIKEIQYSGVELXXH
RQAQLGMXXXTLEKARKLTEKVLXSXRWNLXRQLXHARKMEXLEKXISXFLNXQXLLH
VLADVHHLRADXXXRXDRIDRXLDRLJXZXXXXXXGXXXEALKXAEAMXEXXTXDDX
XXGVGLELGKVKVKXMMFKSXXXXXFGISGMSGSGKTTLAKELXRDXEVRGHFKNKXL
FLTVSQSPNXEELRXXIWGFLXDXEAGVXXXXXXXRKLVILDDVWTRESLDRLMSXKIP
GXTTLVVSRSKLXDPRXTYDVELLKEDEAXSLXCLCAFXQKSXPSGFXKDLVKQVVBEC
KGLPLSLKVXGASLKGKPEXYWXGVVXRLSRGEPADETHESRVFAQMEASLENLDPKTX
DCFLDXGAFPEDKKIPLDXLINXWVELHDIDEXTAFAFXXDLAXKNLLTLVKDPRFGXXY
XSYYDIFVTQHDVLRDLALHLSNXGKVNRRXRLLMPKREXXLPREWERNNDEPYXAXIV
SIHTGEMBEMXWFDMXLPKAEVLILNFSSDKYVLPPFIXKMSRLKVLVIINNGMSPARLH
DFSIFANLAKLRSLWLERVHVPELSSSTXPLKNLHKXSLIFCKINXSFDQTXLDXXKIFPKL
SDLTIDHCDDLLELPSXICGITSLNSLSITNCPRJXELPKNLSXLQALEXLRLYACPELXSLPV
EICELPXLKYXDISQCVSLSSLPEXIGKLKKLEKIDMRECSLSXLPSSVVXLXSLRHVICDEE
TXXMWEXVXKAVPGLXIEAAEKCFSLDWLDDF
MGCVKLLFFMLYXFLFQLXSSSSXPHLCPEDQALALLQFKNXFTXNPNXSXRLXSWNKST
XCCSWDGVHCDXTTGXVIALDLRCXQLQGKFHXNSSLFXLSNLERLDLSYNNFTGSIPPKI
GXLTNLTYLDLSNSSFSGVIPSEISHLTKLHVLRISDLXLXKLSLGPHNFELLLKNLTQLREL
DLXSVLSXXLLNNJSSTIPSXFSXSXLTTLDLSXNQLSGILPERXFHLSSLEFLDLSXNLPSLV
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RLK

ABC

SRK

NIXGSIPXSFSNLTNLHXLDMSNTNLSGPIPXPLWNLTNLEXLDLSENHLEGSIPXLPXFEKL
KRLXLQNNNLXGXLEESFGXLSXLEYLDLSXNSLXGPIPXNISGLPNLQXLXLSNQGXLXS
NHLNGSIPSSMFXLPNLXXLDLSNNTFSGKIPEFXXLXLLLXNLPLXLLLXLSNXXKSKTLS
VLXLKXNNLKGKIPNSLLNQKNLQFLXLSHNNISGHISSSICNLKXLXXLDLGSNNLEGTIP
QCVVERSELSVLDLSNNRLSGTIPTXFSIGXXLXXLSLHGNKLTGKXPRSLINCKYLQXLD
LGNNQLNDTFPNWLGTLXQLXILSLRSNKLHGPIKSSGNTNLFMXLQILDLSSNGFSGNLP
EXIXGNLQGMKXIDESTETPEYISDPYXIYYBDLVTISTKGQEXESVRILDXNXIIDLSSNRF
EGHIPSIIGDLVGLRXLNLSHNALEGHIPXSJGNLSVLESLDLSSNXLSGEIPQQLASLTFLEV
LNLSHNHLVGCIPXGKQFDTFXNXSYZGNDGLRGFPLSKLCGGDXSDQVTTPAELXDXEE
EEDSPMIFWQGVLXGYGXGLVIGISVIYIMWSTQYPAWFSRMDXKLERIIXTRMKKHKKR
YNYRRRNNXF
MKLFRJXXLLFXFFXALLLAXSSXETDGXALLSFKXXLSDVNXVLAXWTTSXSSPXCNW
VGVTCXXRRXRVVSLNLXXSNLSGXJSPXIGNLSFLXILDLTDNSXSGTIPXEIGRLXRLQL
LDLSXNXXSGSIPXXIXNLKRLEXLDLSNNQLXGPIPXELXSLXXLXILXLDXNNLTGEIPX
SLGNLTSXLQYLDLSGNQLXGXIPXXLGQLTNLQTLNXGNNSLXGXIPPAIGNCSSLXTLS
LSXNQLTGXIPABLGXLPQLRALXIGXNXXXGKIPSSLANLSXLTVLDLSXNLLSGSIPPEL
GXLXNLEXLYLHSNNXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXGNNLTGDLXXXXXXNCRKLR
XLXXGYNXLTGXJPASIGNLSTLXXLXLXXNKLTGTIPXEIXNLTSLQXLDLXXNBLEGPIP
ESLGSXKNLXXLDLSGNKFSGQIPSAFGNLXXLTYLNLSSNKFSGSIPASLSNLTNLXTLDL
SXNKLNGTIPSELXXXXXXXSXNXLXGXPEXGKLXXLXEXDLSXNXFSGKIPQSLGXXXX
IXXLBLSXNXFSGXIPDSLGXLTGLXTLDLSNNNLXGXIPXSLANLTSLXXLNLSFNXXVG
XXPXNGVFANXSXSSXXGNXXLCGXXRXXLKPCXDQSKXRKLSISXXXILGIAILXSLLLL
VJVAACXXXKRKKKGXPSLDXXLGXHPLXSYEELLRATDNFSXXNJIGSGSFGTVYKGXL
GNGKVVAVKVLNLHNPXAMKSFMTECETLXXIRHRNLVKJLXFCSSLDFXALVYDXMPX
GSLEDXLHGETXXXLDXLERLBIALDVASXLXYLHHXCHXPXVHCDIKPSNILLDSDLXA
HVXDFGLARLLXXXNSXSSAGVXGTIGYXAPEYXXGGKASXKSDVYSYGIXLLELXTXK
RPTDDSFXGDLNLRQXVESALXXXXXXVVDMXLXDSSSSSKIXEXXVXVLZLGLXCXQE
XPEDRPTMXDXVRELNXIRXKAXSLXATXXXXXLXXXXXXXZXXXLXTXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
MGXSXSSSRSNGXXFRSRSSDDDDEEALXWAAIERLPTFXRLRTSLLXKDEXXXXRVVDV
TKLGALERRLFIEXLVKXIEDDNLRLLRKIRNRIDRVGIELPTXEVRYEXLTVEAECEVVGG
KPLPTLWNAIKNXLSGLLXLXGXSTKEAKITILKDVSGIIKPGRMTLLLGPPGCGKTTLLLA
LXGKLDKSLKVTGEXSYNGHXLXEFVPEKTSAYISQNDLHIPEMTVRETLDFSARCQGVG
SRYEIMKEXSRREKXAGIIPDPDIDAYMKAISVEGLKRSLQTDYILKILGLDICADTXVGDA
MRRGISGGQKKRLTTGEMIVGPTKALFMDEISNGLDSSTTFQIVSCLQQLAHISEATILXSL
LQPAPETFDLFDDIILMAEGKIVYHGPRDXILEFFESCGFKCPERKGVADFLQEVTSKKDQE
QYWXHRNEPYXYISVDEFSEKFKESHVGRKLEEELSKPYDKSKXHKDALXFXKYSLSKW
ELLKACSXREFLLMKRNSFVYVFKTVQLVIIALITMTVFLRTRMTTDXJHANYYMGALFF
ALIMLXXNGLPELXMTISRLPVFYKQKDLYFYPAWAYAIPSFILKIPLSXLESLVWTSLTYY
VIGYTPEASRFFXQFLILFLVHQSAISMFRFIAXVXRTMVAAXTXGXLSLLLLFLFGGFIIPX
PSMPSWLKWGFWISPLSYAEIGLTVNEFLAPRWQKITSXNXTLGXQVLDXRGLNFDXYX
YWISVGALLGFTLLFNILFTLALTYLXPPXKSRAIISHDKXSQESEKDSKISXXSAXKGKMV
LPFXPLTITFQDVNYYVDTPXEMREQGYEKXLQLLSDITGAFRPGVLTALMGVSGAGKTT
LLDVLAGRKTGGYIEGDIRIGGYPKVQETFARISGYCEQTDIHSPQITVEESLIYSAWLRLPX
EXDXKTKXEFVDEVLETVELDEIKDALVGLPGVSGLSTEQRKRLTIAVELVANPSIIFMDEP
TTGLDARAAAIVMRAVKNVADTGRTVVCTIHQPSIDIFEAFDELILMKRGGQLIYXGPLGQ
HSXKVIEYFESIPGVPKIKENYNPATWMLEVTSXSAEAKLGVDFAZJYKESTLYKRNKXLV
KZLSVPPXGSSDLHFXTRFSQNXWGQFKACLWKQHLSYWRSPSYNLVRIIFTLFSSLIFGX
LFWQKGKKINNQQDLFNVFGAMYXAVLFVGINNCSSVXPFVATERNVFYRERFAGMYSA
WAYXXAQVLIEIPYVLIQSLLYTJIVYPMIGYXWSAYKFFWFFYSMFCSLLYFXYFGMXLV
SLTPNQQVASILASSFYTMFNLFSGFVIPKPQIPKWWIWXYYLSPTSWTLNGLLTSQYGDIE
KEILVFGEXKTVSAFLEDYFGFHHDXLAXVAAVLIAFPIXFAXLFAFFIXKLNFQKR
MRFLLNSRLSSSCLVGWSGTLNSLCSFLLGNLDKTVEELSNVYRGAQETNRKLYQELFPIQ
IMQMCGWLLKVVRWENLNCVHMEAHGNRRSSPTYLVMLWMISVASLLITCRGSIQKQV
LFPGFTAAQMDYIDNDGIFLLSNGSVFGFGFVTSNVSDNTFYILAVVHMATTTTVWSANP
NSPVTHSDDFFFDKDGNAFLQSGGGSNVWAANISGKGTATSMQLLDSGNLVVLGKDASS
PLWQSFSHPTDTLLSGQNFIEGMTLMSKSNTVQNMTYTLQIKSGNMMLYAGFETPQPYW
SAQQDSRIIVNKNGDSIYSANLSSASWSFYDQSGSLLSQLVIAQENANATLSAVLGSDGLIA
FYMLQGGNGKSKFSITVPADSCDMPAYCSPYTICSSGTGCQCPLALGSFANCNPGVTSAC
KSNEEFPLVQLDSGVGYVGTNFFPPAAKTNLTGCKSACTGNCSCVAVFFDQSSGNCFLFN
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MLO

QIGSLQHKGGNTTRFASFIKVSSRGKGGSDSGSGKHNTIIIVIMLGTLAIIGVLIYIGFWIYKR
KRHPPPSQDDAGSSEDDGFLQTISGAPVRFTYRELQDATSNFCNKLGQGGFGSVYLGTLPD
GSRIAVKKLEGIGQGKKEFRSEVTIIGSIHHIHLVKLRGFCTEGPHRLLAYEYMANGSLDK
WIFHSKEDDHLLDWDTRFNIALGTAKGLAYLHQDCDSKIVHCDIKPENVLLDDNFIAKVS
DFGLAKLMTREQSHVFTTLRGTRGYLAPEWLTNYAISEKSDVYSYGMVLLEIIGGRKSYD
PSEISEKAHFPSFAFKKLEEGDLQDIFDAKLKYNDKDGRVETAIKVALWCIQDDFYQRPSM
SKVVQMLEGVCEVLQPPVSSQIGYRLYANAFKSSSEEGTSSGMSDYNSDALLSAVRLSGP
R
MATRCFWCWTTLLFCSQLLTGFAMAXGRSGXRELPETPTWAVAVVCAVLVLVSVAMEH
GLHXLGHWFRXRHKKALGEALEKIKAELMLLGFISLLLTVXQXPISKICIPKSAAXIMLPC
KAGQDXIEEEAASHRRSLAXAXGXDYCXKXGKVALMSAXSMHQLHIFIFVLAVFHVXYX
VITMXLGRLKMKKWKKWESETNSLEYQFAXDPSRFRFTHQTSFVXRHLGXXSSTPGLRW
IVAFFRQFFGSVTKVDYLTLRQGFINAHLSQXSKFDFHKYIKRSLEDDFKVVVGISLPLWF
VAXLXLFLDIHGXGTLIWISFVPLIIXLLVGTKLEMXIMEMAXEIQDRAXVXXGAPVVEPS
NKYFWFNRPDWVLFXIHLTLFQNAFQMAHFVWTXATPGLKKCFHEXIWLSIVKVXVGVX
LQVLCSYITFPLYALVTQMGSNMKKTIFDEQTAKALXNWRKTAKEKKKVRDADXXXAQ
MSXDXXXPSRXXSPVHLLHXHRARSDDPQSXXTSXXXPAEEEDMYPVXXAXXSRQLLX
DPPDRRXSASSSADIPDSDFSFSAQRXXBXXXPVREEKEIVEHVKVDLSEFTFKK

Appendix III: Motif models and their predicted domains of R gene classes
Table 8: Twenty motifs in CNL and TNL proteins (Jupe et al., 2012)
Motif
Motif Sequence
No
PIWGMGGVGKTTLARAVYNDP
1
LKPCFLYCAIFPEDYMIDKNKLIWLWMAE
2
CGGLPLAIKVWGGMLAGKQKT
3
YLVVLDDVWDTDQWD
4
NGSRIIITTRNKHVANYMCT
5
HFDCRAWVCVSQQYDMKKVLRDIIQQVGG
6
CRMHDMMHDMCWYKAREQNFV
7
MEDVGEYYFNELINRSMFQPI
8
LIHLRYLNLSGTNIKQLPASI
9
LSHEESWQLFHQHAF
10
MPNLETLDIHNCPNLEEIP
11
IMPVLRLSYHHLPYH
12
QIVIPIFYDVDPSDVRHQTGSFGEAFWKHCSR
13
AIKDIQEQLQKVADRRDRNKVFVPHPTRPIAIDPCLRALYAEATELVGIY
14
KNYATSRWCLNELVKIMECKE
15
DAAYDAEDVIDSFKYHA
16
FAIPKLGDFLTQEYYLHKGIKKEIEWLKRELEFMQA
17
KYDVFLSFRGADTRRTFTSHLYEALKNRGINTF
18
IKMVEITGYRGTRFPNWMGHPVYCNMVSISIRNCKNCSCLP
19
ETSSFELMDLLGERWVPPVHLREFKSFMPSQLSALRGWIQRDPSHLSNLS
20
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Motif

Domain

Group

P-loop
RNBS-D
GLPL
Kin-2
RNBS-B
RNBS-A
MHDV
-LRR
RNBS-C
--TIR-3
-TIR-2
EDVID
-TIR-1
---

NB-ARC
NB-ARC
NB-ARC
NB-ARC
NB-ARC
NB-ARC
linker
linker
LRR1
NB-ARC
LRR
NB-ARC
TIR
monocot
TIR
pre-NB
pre-NB
TIR
LRR
monocot

CNL/TNL
CNL
CNL/TNL
CNL/TNL
CNL/TNL
CNL
CNL/TNL
CNL/TNL
CNL/TNL
CNL/TNL
CNL/TNL
CNL/TNL
TNL
TNL
CNL
CNL
TNL
CNL/TNL
-

Table 9: Fifteen motifs in RNL proteins
Motif No
Sequence
1
WFDMDFPKAEVLIINFCSDNYVLPPFICKMTRLRVLVIINCGMSPARPHN
2
YYDIFVTQHDVLRDLALHMSNRGKVNRRERLLMPKREPMLPREWERNNDE
3
YWEGVVQRLSRGEPADETHESRVFAQMEASLENLDPKTRDCFLDMGAFPE
4
LYACPELKSLPVEICELPCLKYVDISQCVSLSSLPEKIGKLKTLEKIDMR
5
GISGMGGSGKTTLAKELQRDHEVRGHFENRVLFLTVSQSPNFEELRSCIW
6
FAPLAKLRSIWLERHHVPELTAFTIPLKNLHKNHLIFCKIN
7
AMSLFCLCAFNQKSIPSGFCKYLVKQVVNECKGLPLSLKVTGASLNNKPE
8
QPTIKEIQYSGVELPNHRQAQIGMFYETLEKARKLTEKVLRCNRWNLYRQ
9
PSSAVALTSLRHVICDTEAAWMWEMVEKAVPGLCIEAAEKCFSMDWLDD
10
PGTTTLVVSRSKLADPRTTYDVELLNEDE
11
HQRKLVILDDVWTRESLDRLM
12
HARKMEDLEKQISNFLNNQIFTHVLADVHHLRADT
13
FTDFFAGEIATQLLKQLYTVANTAWRCKGIAKQLITMID
14
AQIVSIHTGEMNEMQ
15
TVDDPEFGVGLELGKKKVKEMMFKFQDGH

Table 10: Fifteen motifs in RLP proteins
Motif No
Sequence
1
NALTGHIPASWGNMKNLQVLDLYHNQLSGTIPQWIGYLTSL
2
MHLDLSHNHFEGCIPQWIGHM
3
LKYIDLSYNNFSGTIPERFFH
4
WQGVLMGYGCGLCIGISVIYIMWSTQYPAWFARMDEKLEHIITTRMKKHK
5
KVLYLHYNHFHGPIP
6
WHKSTECCDWDGVHCDETTGH
7
FDATSYEGNDGLCGYPLSKCC
8
MYEPPYDIYYDYTVTITTKGMEYEIVRIL
9
VPHQCPEDEATALLQFKAMFT
10
DQVTTPAELDQEEEEEDSPMI
11
LSYLEYLDLSYNQF
12
FFVAFWGILGCLIVNRSWRNAYFKFLTDMKSWLDMISRVWFARLKKKLR
13
WVPPFQLQFIRLPSCNMGPSFPKWLQTQNNYTVLDISLANISDMLPSWF
14
FDQPLKLENPNLSHFIENSTELRELYLDGVDLSAQRTEWCQ
15
KLHVLRICDQYKLSLGPHNFELLLKNLTQ
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Domain
LRR
LRR
NB-ARC
LRR_4
NB-ARC
LRR
NB-ARC
RPW8
LRR
NB-ARC
NB-ARC
-phosphate_transporter

-NB-ARC

Domain
LRR_8
LRR_1

LRR
Glyco_hydro_10

-LRRNT_2

-NAD-dependent
LRRNT_2

-LRR_6
TM
LRR
---

Table 11: Fifteen motifs in RLK proteins
Motif No
Sequence
1
IPPEIGNLKMLQEFDLSNNRFSGEIPEEIGNCKKLQWMDLSRNQFTGWIP
2
GNCTQLQYLDLYHNQFTGEIP
3
RYDIAYDVAHAMEYLHHHCHPPIVHCDIKPSNILMDDDMEAHVADFGIAR
4
SSAYVMGTIGYMAPEYAYMGKASRKADVYSYGIMLLEMMTRKRPTDEMF
5
EIWNCQMLQYLWMSYNNFTG
6
AMKWFMTECETLRMIRHRNLVKIITYC
7
PYCNWVGVTCDRRRHRV
8
DFKAMVYDYMPKGSLEDWLH
9
HPKVSYEELMRATDNFSEKYIIGHGAFGTVYKGQL
10
ECIMWVFQLCLKCTQEYPEDRPTMHDVVRELMKIR
11
ETGVFANATAVYIQGNTDLCG
12
CWHKKRKK
13
GKVVAVKV
14
RQWVQQGFHGEVVDVVDCQ
15
KYCKDQAKPRK

Table 12: Fifteen motifs in ABC proteins
Motif No
Sequence
1
VGDPMRRGISGEQRKRLTTAEMIVGNPKIIFMDEPTTGLDARTAAQIMRC
2
RTSGYCEQNDIHSPEMTVRETLDYSAWCQG
3
ILKDVTGAFRPGRMTALMGPPGCGKTTLLDALAGRKTKGYK
4
AEGKIVYHGPRDHICNFFESCGFKCPERKGVADFLQEVTSKKDQEQYWCH
5
RRPVFYRQRDACMYPAWAYAIPQVICEIPYSFIQSLVWTCITYYMIGYHW
6
FGGFIIPRPQMPKWWIWGYWISPMSWTENGLTVNQYGDPRW
7
TGRTVVCTIHQPSIDIFEAFDELILMKRGGQMIYYGPLGQHSCKVIEYFE
8
EVSRREKDAGIIPDPDIDAYMKAISVEGQKRNLQTDYILKIMGLDICADT
9
KACWWKQHLLMWRNP
10
IPGVPKIKENCNPATWMLEVTSKSMEHQLGMDFAQIYKESTLYKRNKMLV
11
KHIEHDNERLLHKQRNRIDRVGIELPTVEVRYNHLTVEAEC
12
KFFWFFYSMFCSLLYFNYYGMMLVSLTPNQQVASILASFFY
13
LQQLAHISEATILVSLLQPAPETFDLFDD
14
KMVLPFEPLTITFQDVNYYVDMPQEMREQ
15
RFFCQFLILFAVHQMCISMFRCIAAYCRT
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Domain
LRR_8

LRR_1
Pkinase
Pkinase

-Pkinase_Tyr
LRRNT_2
Serine/Threonine kinase
Serine/Threonine kinase
Protein tyrosine kinase

LRR
-----

Domain
ABC transporter
ABC transporter G type
ABC transporter G type
ABC transporter G type
ABC-2 type transporter

ABC2_membrane
ABC transporter G type
ABC transporter G type
ABC transporter G type
ABC transporter G type
ABC_trans_N
ABC-2 type transporter
ABC transporter G type
ABC transporter G type
ABC-2 type transporter

Table 13: Fifteen motifs in SRK proteins
Motif No
Sequence
1
RYNIQDNTFYMMAYLHMECYRKYWHCNRKREPP
2
AFWKEQDGFLQHIGGAKVRFA
3
PEVCQPYTVCYVGTRCYCPAAKTNFEECKPACTSNCNCNAE
4
GNCRENPHRLLMYWMMSNGSLDKWCRHSK
5
QSGFGTAEQMTLMDNHNIVVL
6
EGIGQGKKEFRSEVTIIGSIHHIHLVKLR
7
RGTRGYLAPEWLTNY
8
KNGRDETSGKH
9
KDKWSPYWQSFSHPM
10
MQMCGWLLKVVRWENLNCVHM
11
EDDHFIDW
12
FFKQSSRN
13
AVRLSGPR
14
MDKVVEEL
15
QEDFPQRP

Table 14: Fifteen motifs in MLO proteins
Motif No
Sequence
1
HQLHIFIFVLAVFHVTYCVITMALGRLKMKKWKKWESETNSLEYQFANDP
2
GAPVVEPSNKYFWFNRPDWVLFFIHLTLFQNAFQMAHFVWTMYTPGLKKC
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

QVLCSYITFPLYALVTQMGSNMKKTIFDEQTAKALMNWRKTAKEKKKVRD
RWIVCFFRQFFGSVTKVDYLTLRQGFINAHLSQNS
RELPETPTWAVAVVCAVMILVSVAMEHGLHNLGHWFRRRHKKALGEALEK
FDFHKYIKRSLEDDFKVVVGISLPLWFVAILVLFLDIHGWGTLIWISFVP
IIILCVGTKLEMIIMEMAQEIQDRASVIQ
IKAELMLLGFISLLLTVAQDPI
SRFRFTHQTSFVRRHLGLWST
PTPSRGASPVHLLHNHRARSDDPQSPPTVPRPPQPEED
SKICIPKNAANIMLPCKNGQE
AHPQLRDDPPDRRWMASSSADEADIP
CCFDGKVALMSAGSM

14
15

YHENIWLSIVEVIVG
IEEEAASGRRSLAGAGGGDYC

Domain
-Blt1
phosphohydrolase
PAN-like domain

-Tyrosine kinase
Serine/Threonine Kinase

---------

Domain
Mlo
Plasma membrane
ATPase
Mlo
Mlo
TM_ErbB1
Mlo
Mlo
Mlo
Mlo
Mlo
Mlo

-Generic
methyltransferase

---
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